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I. Introduction
The low-pressure mercury noble-gas discharge is of great practical interest
because of its application in fluorescent lamps (TV, SL *, PL'). The Hg
resommCe radiation at the 253_1 nm and 184.9 nm UV lines originating from
the levels 63Pt and 6 1p J respectively (see fig. 1·1) is mainly re5ponsible for
the light production in fluorescent lamps (Koe 63). The contribution of the
184.9 nm line to the total UV production can amount to ~ 30% (Bar 60).
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Fig. 1- L ~artial energ~ level diagram of HIl- The atomic transitions indicated by solid (dashed)
lInes arc optIcally thlll (thick) for the experimental tondiLi(lnS "f ~h~pter III Th~
energy level data were obtained from Moore (Moo 58)_
.

The subject of this thesis is a quantitative sllldy of the main processes
responsihle for thr UV output at the 1!l4.9 nm fine (see fig. 1·1) of lowpressure mercury nohlc-gas disch<lrges. These prou.'S5es are
i. excitation of the (',1 PI level by electron impact from the 6 1S0 ground state
as well as from the nearhy 3p states.
1
II. radiative decay of the 6 P I population under the influence of strong
radi;ltion trapping at the 1!l4.9 nm resonance line. Due to this process the
escape rate of the resonance photons from the volume can be several
orders of magnitude lower thall the llatural dccay rate of the dipole
transition.
For both processes no ~ufficicI1lly reliable quantitative data nor theoretical
exprcssi()n~ to (;<llculate them from were available in the literature. However,
such data arc essential if we want to c<liculate the radiated power at the
I S4. 9 nm line from the microscopic discharge parameters, as is frcquently
done in model calculations. We studied these processes quantitatively from
both the expcrimental and the theoretical point of view.
In the following we will first discuss the processes under i. (chapter III),
anu w(;(lndly the processes related to ii. (chapters IV, V) .

.. 1, Hg 61PI

excitation cross sections

Reliable cross sections for the electron impact excitation of the Hg 61PI
ICVGI w(;rG not available in the literature at the time this study was initiated.
The reported eros~ SCC\.iOll values for direGt excitation of the 6' PI state show
mllch disagreement, hoth experimental (Arn 35, Jon 62) and theoretical (Pen
32, Yav 47, McC 6R, Sav 70). Values for excitation of the 61PI state from the
ll(;aroy (}p 5tate5 are unknown. In chapter III the direct excitation of the 61PI
,talG i~ i;()n~idcred. An estimate of the indirect excit<ltion cross sections is
given in appcndix III,
Absolute values for the optical excitation function of the line A, (J)c(l~,<,), for
excitation by electron impact on ground state atoms are difficult to obtain for
u strong resonance line (Moi 6R). In most cases only the relative functions are
mea~\m;;d. For the IIl4.<) nm line the relative function has been measured in
perpenuicular beam experiments (Ott 74, MeL 82). From Our experiments an
absolute scak: is obtained. The cxp(;[irnell\.s werc pcrform(;o in a low-pressure I Ig discharge ([lHg < 1 Pa) in the regime where electron impact excitation
from the ground state is dominant (Kag 67, Wei R2) and depopulation of the
levels (';onsists mainly of radiative decay.
Thc radiative dc(,;ay rate ,it a line is then equal to the optical excitation
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rate. For the 184.9 nm line we obt;:!.incd the rate from measurements of the
6 1Pl density in the steady state and its decay time in the afterglow of the
discharge with a dye laser absorption method- This avoids the problems
attached to the measurement of absolute 184_9 nm radiative power, and at
the same time provides information on the radial density profile of the 6 1 p 1
state. The absolute scale of 0)$4.9 (Eo) is then obtained by comparing the
radiative decay rate of the 184.9 nro line with the rates of a number of
optically thin lines with known absolute a,.,(Eo} (Jon 62, And 67). The latter
r;:!.tcs were derived from the measured absolute radiances at the lines. In the
analysis we use the experimental fact that the electron energy distribution is
Maxwellian in this discharge regime (Lan 24, Var 64, Ray 68, Mil 78).
The details of the experimental set-up are described in chapter II. In
section HI. 1. the principle of the method is outlined first_ The experimental
results are presented in section III.2. and the absolute cross section seale i,
obtained from the analysis of the data. Section Ill.3. contains a comparison
of the absolute crOSS section as measured here with the data reported in the
literature .

•• 2. Radiative transport
The twnsport of resonance radiation has been treated by Holstein (HoI 47.
51), Biberman (Bib 47, 49) and others (Pay 70, Tri 76a) on the assumption
known as complete redistribution in frequency_ This assumption implies that
the line profile of the wdiation emitted from a given volume element is
proportional to the absorption line profile of the medium. Thc effects of
correlations cxisting between the absorbed and emitted photon frequencie~
in the individual absorption-rcemission events are thcn supposed to be negligible. This is justified in the limit of many deconelating collisions (elastic
collision rate y.) within a natural lifetime ~Il '" J I y, Le. when y)y» I
(Hoi 47 , 51). It has been shown by Monte Carlo calculations (Klo 72) as well
as analytically (Pay 74, Tri 76b) that, if in contrast Yo/y -< L the radiative
decay after a few natural lifetimes is also predicted well with this assumption.
provided that the optical thickness is large and the wings of the Voigt
ab50rption line profile are optically thin and contribute relatively little to the
total emission. This is equivalent to the limiting case of a pure Dopplcr
broadened absorption line profile (see chaptcr IV). With complete redistribution in frequency the radiative transfer problem depends only on the
optical thickness at the line centre and on the absorption line profile. Exac:t
and approximate solutions have been given by many authors (HoI 47,51; 8ih
47,49; Pay 70, Tri 76a, Pay 74, Kio 72).
3

Howevcr, si~.eahle deviations from the complete reddribul.ion re:;ults
occul' if the wings of the Voigt absorption line profile arc important in the low
wllisiOIl fate (y,,!y < I), large optical thickness regime (Pay 74). An expressioll for the radiative decay rate in this elise 1I1s(l depends explicitly on the
ratio J'''/y, It has only been given f~)"{" the rate of the early time
e~cilpe following pubed pencil-like excitation along the axis of ,I cylinder
in combinalion with side-on observation of a slah region around this axis
(Pay 74). However, in many laboratory experimenlal situations an expres"
sion for lhe radiative decay rale in the fundamental mode, i.e. 'allatc times',
would be more useful. Such an expression is lacking up till now,
For the discharge conditions of fluorescent lamp operation the assumption
of complete redistribution in frequency fails for the radiative transport at the
1t>4,9 nm lim; (6 I P I -6 I S0 ); See chapters IV, V, In section IV,]. a partial
redi,lrihution theory is deserihed for the fundamental mode radiative decay
rate !'i, whiCh i~ (l/l extension of the work of Payne et a/, (Pay 14). The
unalytie,11 exrrc"ion for {), obtained for a resonance line with hyperfine
struclure, is valid for large optical thickness and a va~t range of Yely values.
A condition for the existence of a fundllmcnt'll mode is discussed and is
shown to be largely satisfied in our experim(;:nts. In section [v,2, the theory is
,\pplied to the ~<.~e of ,;11 infinite cylirlder and several results, as e.g. the ~hape
of the emission line profile, are considered in mOTe detail. Furthermore, an
approximation is discussed which considerahly simplifies the calculation of (3
at the expense of only a small error. In section V we report on measurements
of the fundamental mode radiativc decay rate of the Hg 6 1 P 1 population
under <.:ondition$ of l()w collision rate and large opticlIl thickness of the 184.9
TIm re~OllanCe line. In these measurements the decay rate of the 61PI populalion was measured in the afterglow of a low-pressure mercury noble-gas
discharge using a dye laser absorption technique. We report also on measurements of the radiative decay ralt: performed by a colleague, Dr. p, van de
Weijer, These measuremcnt~ were made using a different experiment~d
Tlwlhod ahn cmploying a low-pr'essllre mercury noble·ga~ dil;charge. In this
method the decay was measured of the laser·induc(;:d fluorescence (UF) at
the I R9, 4 nm line, created by pulsed optical pumping. The results of this UF
method are used extensively in this lhesis for a comparison with the theory of
chapter I V. Therefore it seems rcasonable to include a brief de~cripti(l)l of
(he experiment,il method. The combined measured data extend OvCr Ii wide
range of experimental conditions,
The experimental arrllngement~ arc de,>cribed in chapter II. In sections
V, I , and V,2, an analysis is given of the data and the resulting radiative decay
rli((;s llre compared with calculated values from theory u~ing the complete
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redistribution assumption. In section V.3. the experimental decay ralCS arc
compared with calculated ones using the partial redistribution theory described in chapter IV.
Chapter VI contains some concluding remarks.
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II, Experimental
In this section we will describe the experimental arrangements. These were
used for the measurements of the Hg 6 1p j density (section ILl.), and its
radiative decay rate f3 under conditions of strong radiation trapping at the
184,9 om resonance line (sections II, 1., IL2,). Furthermore we measured the
absolute radiances of emission lines in a direction normal to the discharge
tube (section 11.3.).
In all experiments the mercury consisted of a natural mixture of isotopes.

11.1. Dye laser absorption measurements
The density in the 6 1P 1 level was determined by measuring the absorption
at hyperfine components of the 579.1 nm line (6 1p j - 6 I D 2 ), see fig. 1·1.
Beer's law was used to determine the density from the measured absorption.
The radiative decay rate of the 184.9 nm resonance line was derived by
measuring the decay of the 6 1p 1 density in the afterglow of the discharge.
The relation between the density TI in the lower level of the absorption line
transition and the decrease of the laser beam spectral intensity Iv (z) along
the absorption pathlength I in the z direction is given by Beer\ law (Mit 71):

Iy(!)

I n - - = -k(v)1
J,,(O)
= - confl L (y- Yo).

(2·1 )

Here it is assumed that the density in the upper level of the transition is much
smaller than that in the lower one. Further k (v) is the absorption coefficient,
v is the frequency, Vo is the frequency at the line centre, f is the oscillator
strength, L(v-vo} is the normalized absorption line profile and Co is a numerical constant equal to Co = I.,: " .
The Pyrex cylindrical discharge tubes are U-shaped (see fig. 2·1) in order
to allow the measurement of the axially averaged 6 1p] densities at the
selected radial position. The values of the inner radius R in the central
straight part of the tube were R = 6.2, 9,7, 12,5, 17.7 mm fOr zero noble gas
pressure and R = 17.7 mm for Ar pressures of 33 and 67 Pa. The temperature of the tube wall in this part of the tube, Tw , and of an appendix, TH~'
could be controlled independently by water from two thermostats. The
appendix A was located in the middle of the rube and served as the coldest
7
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Fig. 2·1.

S(hem"lj~ diagram of the experimental set·up used for the dye
rrlea~urement~ ,,~ welJ as for the absolute emission measurement>.

Jaser absorption
The outer tubes
surrouIldiIlg the di.oharge t.ube and the appendix A (see text) have not he"l) .bown for
reasons of SimpliCity. PD = ph"t()d~tl)l)tN, PM = photomultiplier, B = beam "plittor,
o = diaphragm. M = mirror.

~P(.lt whi.-.:h determines the mer.-.:ury vapour pressure. [t~ temperature TH~ is
quoted tlll'ollghout the paper and was always lOC lower than Tw' The befld~
;.l~ w(,:\1 <\, both side legs of the U-~haped tubes wCrC slightly heated to prevent
their surfacc from becoming the eoldera spot. Of the discharge tubes used for
the measurcment of the radiative decay rates (chapter V) the three legs of the
U-shape were !l.07, 0.50, 0.07 m long, respectively.
The tube used to determine the absolute cross section (chapter lll) difkred from the other ones in some respects:
i. the three legs of the U-shape measured 0.40, 0.30, 0.40 m. and had the
~ame inner radius R '" 12.5 mm.
11.
the two outer legs were thermostated in the same way as the central one.
Ill. a less good axial homogeneity of the central part of the tube due to (he
presence of two wider sections (radius 20 mm) at the hends with length
0.04 rT1 (this was 0.02 m in the other tubes).
The inner surface of the discharge tubes was coated with a thin layer of Y;,o,.
This provided a faster stabilization in a new experimental i;onditiml th,m
obtained with the uncoated Pyrex tube w<lll, due to thi; lower adsorption
energy of Hg on Y:,oO:, than on Pyrex. The mercury vapour pressure ranged
from 0.17 to 12 Pa. With ;r,i;W noble gas pressure the discharge current range
was IS - ISO rnA, with non-zero AI' pressure it was 5 - 1000 mA,

The discharge was operated quasi-DC by means of an electronic commutator, the current waveform being a symmetrical block with a frequency of 175
Hz. Thanks to these precautions the influence of electrophoretic and cataphoretic effects upon the axial number densities is negligible under our
conditions (Ken 38)- After the initiation of the afterglow the discharge
voltage dropped within 0.2 /Ls to -1 % of its steady state value.
The experimental arrangement used for the dye laser absorption measurements is illustrated in fig. 2·)_ Thc single-mode Rhodamine 6G dye laser
(Spectra Physics 580), pumped by an Ar ion laser (Spectra Physics 170). was
stabilized on an external tunable etalon (frequency drift < 100 MHdmin)_
The etalon with free spectral range (FSR) -- 7.5 GHz and finesse -75 was
also used as a narrow-band filter. This was done to suppress spurious adj,jcent cavity modes with a mode distance of 500 MHz_ The dye laser output
frequency spectrum was monitored by a fixed etalon of known FSR (1500
MHz) to calibrate the wavelength scale of the absorption line shape measurements- The laser beam traverses the discharge tube, the transmitted and
reference beam intensities being detected by two photomultipliers_ The laser
beam was chopped with duty cycle 1: 12, synchronously with the presence of
the afterglow. The RC time constant of the detection system was - 0.2 /ks, A
two-channel PAR 162 boxcar integrator was used to measure the log-ratio of
these signals in the afterglow as well as in the steady state of the discharge.

11.2. Laser-induced nuorescence measurements
The discharge tubes were irradiated side-on with a dye laser pulse at 365.5
nm, thus exciting mercury atoms from the metastable 6 3PZ level to the 6'D 2
level (see fig_ 2·2)_ The 6~D2 level decays radiatively with a time constant of
9 ns (Bor 79) to the 63P2, 63P t and 6 1P 1 levels, At sufficiently low discharge
currents the fluorescence at the 184_9 nm line resulting from this temporary
overpopulation of the 61Pl1evel provides the radiative decay rate of the:: 184_9
nm resonance line (see fig. 2·3).
The tubes containing the mercury (noble gas) discharges are centered in
wider outer tubes_ Water, flowing between inner and outer tube, is used to
control the temperature of the inner tube_ As wate::r is not transparent to
184_9 nm radiation, two separate outer tubes are used for each discharge
tube, In this way a small part of the discharge tube is not surrounded by the
water bath, thus enabling us to detect the 184.9 nm fluorescence. However, a
coldest spot would be introduced in this way for water temperatures high(.:f
than ambient. In order to prevent this, the 'naked' part of the discharge tube
9
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Fig. 2·2. Parli.1 energy level scheme of Hg, showing the atomic transitiom used in tbe dye laser
absc:rrption and the

Ia~er-induced fluore"c~nc~

experiments.
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indicated with

solid (dashed) lines are optically thin (thick) for our experimental conditions.

Fig. 2'3. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used for the lascr-inollccd
m\'a~ur('ment, ,
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wa, ,urrountkd by heating wire. For every data point the mercury vapour
density nll~ was checked hy the measurement of the radiative deeay ratc of
the 6"P) level, which is known as a function of I1f1g in Ollr c()nditi()n~ (Wei k5).
These 253.7 nm tluorescence measurements could be performed with the
same pumping wavelength, since the 3]2.6 nm line, originating from the 6"10 2
level, also creates a temporary overpopulation in the 6 3 p) level. The experimental error in the determination of the mercury vapour pressure corresponds to an uncertainty in thc wall temperature of I - 2 '~c.
The discharges were operated at DC current values of 1-1 (J rnA for zero
nohlc ga, pre»ure and I: O.! ~ I rnA for non";:ero Ar pres,ure,. At the<;e
currents the influence of electrophoretic and cataphoretic effect, upon the
axial number densities is negligihle (Ken 3k). The mercury vapour pre\<.,ure
ranged from ().()3 to 12 Pa, the Ar pressures were 133 and 400 Pa.
A dye I<lser, pumped by a pulsed nitrogen laser (Molectron OL " 14 and
UV 14, fespectively) was used as <I light source. The dye used to create the
]() ns dye laser pulse at 365.5 nm was 2-phenyl-5-( 4-biphenylyl )-1 ,3,4-oxadiazoh; (PBD). The spectral width of the pulse was (Ull nm and ih energy wa,
30 JLJ. 'fhe fluorc>cenec ~ign<ll~ were detected with photomultipliers in combination with interference filters. Thc phot()muhipher~ were conntcteJ with
an oscilloscope for visual inspectiol1 of the fluorescence ,ignal> when luning
the dye laser tn the correct wavelength Finally, ~ boxcar integrator and an
Y recorder were used to record the fluorescence signllh.

x-

lL3. Emission measurements
These measurements were made for the discharge tube with long side legs
described in section 11.1.
The intensitie~ at the optically thin line~ with 366.3 $ i. $ 570.1 nm (see
fig. 1'1) were measured along a chord through the axi~ of the tube at the axial
coordinate Z). This was done with a two"lens system and a monochromlltOTpholOrnultiplicr COmbination (~cc fig. 2·]). The measurer] ,p~clral lim:
shapes were completely determined by the Irlln>rni~~i()11 functioTi of thl:
monochromator. The detection sensitivity was ahsolutely clIlihr"ted u,ing a
tungsten ribbon lamp, for which the emissivity d<oll<l were taken from d~ Vo,
(Yos 54). Since the emitted light from the di,charge i, polarized (Ski 21',)
corrections were made for the polarization of the apparatu,. Correction<,
were also made for the transmission of the tube walls. which w"s measured "t
the wavelengths ~tudied. Thc axial inhomogeneity of the r]ischarge was
monitored at the 407.8 nm line using a movci:lblc gl<lsS fibre.
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III. The absolute Hg 61Pl direct electron impact excitation cross
section determined in a low-pressure Hg discharge
In this chapter we describe the determination of the absolute scale of the
Hg 6 1p j direct electron impact excitation cross section in the positive column
of a low,pressure mercury discharge. The discharge was studied spectroscopically in a regime where direct excitation and radiative decay afC the dominant
population and depopulation mechanisms of the levels. Using a dye laser
absorption method we determined the number density of the Hg 6 1Pl level in
the steady state as well as its decay rate in the afterglow under various
discharge conditions. From the data we deduced the excitation rates of the
61PI level. The electron densities and temperatures in the tail of the energy
distribution were obtained from meas.urements of the radiances at optically
thin lines with known excitation functions. With the shape of the excitation
function of the 184.9 nm line given in the literature, its absolute scale is
obtained from our data.

111.1. Principle of the method

Consider a level fOr which radiative decay is the dominant depopulation
mechanism, while population is due to electron impact excitation from the
ground state and radiative cascade from higher levels. For a transition at A
from this level we have by definition
or.

n,,(p)A.

= nono(p)JdEef(Ee) (.1.
)\12 E~/;L o,(EJ
me

(3'l)

e.
Here n u , no, no are the number densities of atoms in the upper level at
energy E u , in the ground state and of electrons, respectively. The relative
radial position in the discharge tube is p = rl R; A, is the transition probability for the line A,f(EJ the electron energy distribution, me the electron mass,
(Eo) is the optical el'citation function of the line for excitation by electron
impact on ground state atoms (MOl 68); no and f(Eo} are assumed to be
independent of the radial position. Writing 0\(£0) as

a,

(3,2)

where b.. is the absolute value of O'),(Ec) at some fixed energy Eo and ij,,(EJ
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thl,; function normalized at Eo, we obtain fOT a Maxwellian electron energy
distribution with temperature To

liere K).UJ is the rate coefficient for the normalized optical excitation.
Measurement of the rute nu Ai. at a number of lines with known VA (Ec) then
yields information on n~ and Te. In fact, in this way essentially the electron
density in the tail of the energy distribution is measured. Therefore, we
define the quantity

(3-4)
whcre <f:") is tht' me~n energy of the upper levels of the observed linr;;s.
For an optically thin line the absolute radiance LA in a direction normal to
the surface of the diWharge tube is then given by
1

I

.-

~.,-.-

R Jd pnu ()A
- 4.1'
R1" none,
- hI.e <DlkT'K~ I. C'!")
4;rr
P ).e
-I

with

1'1<1

=

Jdpnc,(p) .

(H)

'1

Wt' measurcd L). at ten optically thin lines with known o,(Ec ) and therefore known hI. and K).(Te) - see fig. 1.1 - under condition, where the
abovc (hsumptions are valid. From the set of ten equations (3.Sa), the two
unknown quantities 1'1:, anc.! '1'< arc then obtained by a least squares fit.
Equation (3.5a) carmot be applied as suc:h to the lR4.9 nm line bcc:ausc the
latter is optically thick and radiation trapping determines to a large extent the
angular di~tribution of the radiation leaving the tuhe. However, in the :;teady
~tale it i~ still true that locally the electron impact excitation rale (including
cascade) must equal the net radiative depopulation rate il6 'p,(P),,,d' Here
fI(,'r,(P) represents the population in the 61PI level. We thus have:
I

L *1~4 ,).._RJd·
-~ 4;rr
pn<\, r', ()
P ,,,d

_4;71:R
- h 184.9 It<E>II<T'K- 184.9"
(T)
none,

-

.

-I

We now show lJow L~H4.'J can be determined experimentally. The
14

61PI

population can be expanded in eigenfunctions jj (p) of the radiative transfer
problem (Tri 76). Each jj decays with its own characteristic time constant 'I'j.
so that

where d j
'"

LI84

u

==

ate
{j -

the expansion coefficients. It follows that

R

4n

.7

(0)

n("p

--'- ,

>0

(3·5e)

1

with {j =

L

00

)=0

dj

~

-()

I dpfi(p)

l'j
-I

The ratios TolT; and the eigenfunctionsfi(p) can be taken from the mdiative
transfer theory for pure Doppler line broadening (Tri 76), which gives a
sufficiently good description at these low mercury densities (sec chapter IV).
The expansion coefficients d j can be derived from a measurement of tht:
radial profile n("l',(p). A dye laser absorption method was used to measure
the density n("p,(p) in the steady state and its decay time constant '1'" in the
afterglow of the discharge.
Using the relative optical excitation function Ol8H (£0) from the literature
(Ott 74, MeL 82) we obtained from the set of equations (3.5) tht: values for
n e" To and the absolute scale of UIH4.~ (Eol, represented by htil4~'

II!.2. Experimental results and analysis

III.2.1. Axial inhomogeneity
In order to derive the 6 1p] depopulation rates at ZI from the axially
averaged values. information is needed 01) the axial inhomogeneity. For this
purpose we measured the axial variation of the emitted intensity at tht:
optically thill 407.8 nm line for all discharge conditions. The 407.8 nm line
was chosen since the ratio of the calculated excitation rates Ki.(Tc) of thc
407.8 nm and 184.9 nm lines varies only a few percent for 1.5 '" To ~ 3.0 eV.
Therefore, we may assume that the 184.9 nm excitlltion rate varies proportionally to the 407_8 nm excitlltion rate. Moreover, we may even assume this

15

proportionality for the 6 1PI number density, because its d~cay i~ governed by
radiation transport processes at the 184.9 nm linc and may be assumed to b~
independent of the axial position_ For the calculation of the ratio of the
cx~it,iti(\n ratc~ we used the known functions o\(EJ (Jon 62, Ott 74).
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As an illustration

14117~(Z)

is shown (see fig. 3-1) for T H~

=

4()OC and

I:::: J()() mA, where the inhomogeneous behaviour is the most pronounced.

The intensity in thc three straight parts of the discharge tube is plotted as a
function of the distance to the cathode. The results are independent or the
polarity of the discharge, which is shown in the figure for the central rcgion of
the tube. It is observed that about 10-20 MS after current reversal the inhomo"
geneous situation has reversed too. The effect is ascribed to the influcnce of
the rectangular bend ami the large mean free path of the eleetrons_

111_2.2. Density measurements
The 6' P! number density measurements as well as the decay measurements
the dye laser absorption method were mil-de;; at thc ncarly coincident

u~ing
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even isotope components of the 579.1 nm line (6 1 PI-6 I D 2 ). Thus the combincd even isotopes were monitored (Mur 50). These repre~ent 70% of the
mercury in the natural abundance (Nie 50). Due to strong radiative coupling
(chapters IV, V) the population in the 6 l p, hyperfine (h.t.) levels of the
different isotopes is to a good approximation in natural abundance. This was
checked experimentally by absorption measurements at the other h.f. components of the 579.1 nm line. The intensity of the laser beam was kept low
enough «0.5 mW) to avoid saturation effects.
The absorption profiles were evaluated using isotope shifts of Gerstenkorn
er al. (Ger 71). The line shapes tor the individual h.t. components were
assumed to be Voigt profiles (Mit 71) with the Gaussian part given by the
Doppler width and the Lorentzian part by the natural widths of the 6'P, and
6 1Dz levels. This was checked on the isolated hyperfine component> a and a
for which the calculated line shapes agreed with the measured ones within a
few percent. For the oscillator strength f of the 579.1 nm line we used the
value f = 0.25 (± 0.05) of van de Wcijer and Cremer~ (Wei 83). Estimated

5
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Fig. 3<2 Axial6'Pl densities ~t
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corrections for the di:;charge behaviour at the ends of the middle section of
the tube ("end effects") introduce an uncertainty of S·lO%. The
(,lp 1 densities at 1:, (see fig. 3·2) are then obtained from the axially averaged
om;:; as discussed ,thove. The corrections thus made increase with increasing
discharge current, having extrema of -20% and +20% for the Hg
tempemtures 20°C and 40°C, respectively. The introduced error is 5·10%.
//1,2.3, R(1(iiu/ profiles

In order to obtain the line integl"al L (84.9 of the 6 1P\ depopulation rate
along the chord through the axis of the tube, the 61PI radial profiles n6'p,(p)
were measured. The experimental profiles n6'p, {p)ln"i"1 (0) arc shown in fig,
3·3 for the current values to, 100 rnA and for the coldest spot temperatures
ranging from 200C to 4(tC. Corrections were estimated for end effects and
were ';mall. The profiles are independent of the temperature and show a
slight narrowing with decreasing discharge cunent. In our discharge regime
the radial electron dlOnsity profile becomes narrower with decreasing no due
to the effects of space charges (Fra 76, chapter 4). For a mdially independent
T" the radial excitation profile then becomes equally narrOwer. It turns out
1.2
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The Ja,hed ~urv" shows the contribution of the lowe,t oigcnmode <If the radiative transfer
problem IN ~ I)nppicr line prMile (see text),
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that the dominant contribution to L;"R4.9 comes from the lowest eigenmode
(see fig. 3·3). For the calculation of L (84.9 we have used the Np) and TO/Tj
for a Doppler line profile from van Trigt (Tri 76); see also chapter IV. The
coefficient 6 in eq. (3.5c) then amounts to 1.35, 1.38, 1.41 for the conditions
with I = 10, 30, 100 rnA, respectively. For a pure lowest eigenmode this
would have been <5 "" 1.31.

111.2.4. Decay measurements
The 6lPI density decay curves, for which the shortest time constant is
1.5 p.s, were recorded for a time interval of 19 fJ.S after the shortcircuiting of
the discharge. The discharge voltage dropped to ~ 1 V within ~ 0.2 p.s. The
curves were stored in a computer data file. For these measurements the laser
frequency was held at the maximum of the absorption coefficient km of the
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Fig 3,4 Time dependence of the optical depth ko.l measured along the axi~ "f the di~~h~rg~ ~t
theeverl isotope component of the 579.1 nmline(6'P"O'Di):I= lOOmA, TH = 20,30,40'C.
'thc solid lincs ropresent the two exponeotiah obtained from the t>cst fit for fH< = 20"c' For
1 1'5 the; dec~y C;\Irve~ <Ire affected by the finite sampl<; time; T, (I I-'s),

t""
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even isotope h.f. component. The resulting curves of km(t)l for the current
of 100 rnA are shown in fig, 3·4, 'fhe length of the sample time interval
"{~ (the aperture duration) of the boxcar was taken as 1.0 /Ls.
After the cnergy input from the electric field has become zero the hot
ekclrM~ are lost rapidly (tl~0,2 MS) due to inelastic collision~ with ground
state I Ig atoms (pcn 74), Their crcation freqUl:;ncy in superelastic colli~ions of
~Iow electron~ with the long living 63 p atoms is more than a factor of 100
smaller than at t=O, the moment of switch-off. Therefore, the direct excitatiun rate of thc excited Hg stater; decreases very rapidly to a much lower level
than in the steady state of the discharge. Measurements of the 365.0 nm
t;mission showed that the population of the 63 0 3 level, which has a natural
lifetime of ~ 7.4 ns (Sem 77), dropped within 1.5 p.s to 10% of its initial
value, The shortest time constant of the remaining excitation rates will then
he due to the decay of the electron density; rc~ 10-20 /.L~ (Fra 76, chapler 2),
The 61p, dCrlsity will decay with its effective radiative decay time constant to
a ll(':W equilibrium value determined by the remaining excitation r<lte5.
For the above reasons the N6'P, (I) decay Curves were least squares fitted to
a ~um of twu exponentials for times t ;0. 1.7 /Ls. The two decay time constants
valuc~
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found differed by at least a factor of ten in all cases, The resulting values for
the shortest time cOnstant to (see fig. 3·5) are independent of the discharge
current (i.e, the electron density) in this regime. Due to the strong radiative
coupling a1l61PI h.f. levels of the different isotopes have the same decay time
constant. The values of 00 increase with increasing mercury density which is
caused by the radiation trapping (see chapter IV).

/1/.2.5. Experimental conditions
In Our discharge conditions, population of the excited Hg levels is predo"
minantly by electron impact excitation from the ground state and subsequent
radiative cascades from higher levels (Kag 67, Wei 82). This is because the
electron temperaturc is high (Te ~ 2-3 eV) and the 6~P densities (n(>3p-101510)6 m-~) and electron densities (n._1O Is _10 16 m-:l) are relatively low. For the
61p] level the contribution of excitation from the 63 p levels to the measured
6 l pi decay rates is calculated at ~ 3% on the average with a maximum of
10%, For this calculation we used the above data of n., T~, n(>.,p and our
excitation cross sections 0"6'P~6Ip,(Ee) (see appendix III). Using further"
more the results of Vriens and Smeets (Vri 80) it can be shown that electron
impact depopulation rates are less than - 5% of the radiative decay rates for
all levels studied « 1% for 6Ipl)' Atomic collisional depopulation rates
contribute less than ~5% for all these levels if cross section values
< 350 lO -20 m 2 arc assumed (30 lO -20 m b for the 61PI level, see also chapter
V), which is reasonable.
It is well known that, in contrast with low'p(essure noble gas discharges,
the electron energy distribution in a Hg discharge with our pressure values is
Maxwellian even in the tail of the distribution (Langmuir paradox) (Lan 24,
25; Vor 64, Ray 68, Mil 78a). The side legs of our discharge tube were made
long enough to minimize the effects of hot electrons coming from the cathode
(Vor 63). A Maxwellian electron energy distribution has been measured for
our lowest T Hg value in a nearly identical discharge tube (Kag 67). The
electron temperature is furthermore independent of the radial position (Ver
61, Mil 78b). The influence of electrophoretic effects upon the axial mercury
number densities is negligible at Our low currents (Ken 38).

111.2.6, Optical excitation junctions
For the ten emission lines used as a reference the optical excitation functions uncorrected for polarization effects (Moi 68) have been measured by
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Jongerius (Jon 62) and Anderson et al. (And 67). Their normalized functioIl8
show goot.! agreement but their absolute values b" given at the electron
energy of 15 eV, differ by -15% to +35%. Corrections for the poiari<:ation
effects (Ski 26) were madc Ul;ing the data of Skinner and Appleyard (Ski 27),
Hcidem,HI (Hei 64) and Heideman et ai. (Hei 69). The shapes of the funclion:, were 1,lken from the detailed figures of Jongerius. For the 184.9 nm line
the datu for a natural isotope mixture were used (Ott 74). For Eo ? 15 eV,
(JI~4.'! (E,,) has been taken constant, which introduces an error of ~ 5'1!, in the
absolute value, obtained fnr 6.7 ,,:; E" ~ 15 eV.
Il if; difficult to express a preference for one of the two sets of absolute
values. Recently Kaul (Kau 79) concluded from his absolute <1253.7 measurement~ that the set of Anderson et al. must be preferred. However, recent
experiments ~how that a structure at 8.8 eV is present in the direct eXl;itation
of the (?P 1 state emitting the 253.7 nm line (Kaz 80, Bar 81), as well as in its
cascade population vi;l the 70S, state at 435.8 nm (Shp 75). Jongerius's
w;,umpl.ion in the derivation of the absolute (J253.7 scale, that this structure in
U2.'1.7 W,i~ due completely to the cascade contribution 04:15.S is therefore
incorrect, hut no conclusions can be drawn about his a43~.~. For these rcasons
we u~e for the absolute values b,~ the mean values of the sets mernioned
above.

11I.2.7. Absolute

CTOSS s(~(:iiol1

scale:

The absolute radianCes L, measured ar ZI in a direction normal to the
surface and corrected for absorption by toe tube walls are given in table III·\'
The error is - 10%. The values of I.tS4.9 at "I are also given. Apart from
the independent error of 20% from the f~79. I value, the error in L (84.9 is ~
15'y,.,. Using the br<lnching ratio A'014.oIA407.8 = 6 (And 67, Mos 78) it
follows that tot;: l;<i,cade contribution to L~~4.'1 is about 6% for all conditions,
The v,lllles of net and T,,, as introduced in eqs. (3.4)-(3·6), obtained hy the
method described above, are given in table III·II. Here we have used
<Is> = 9.28 eV. The IIncel'tainty in To is fairly large (~35'10); the fitting
pl'Ocedure is not very sensitivl; to 1'0 because all upper levels considered lie in
a limited energy rarlge of about 2 eV. The uncertainty in n ol amounts to
<lbour 15%, Wirhin the, rel<ltivdy wide, error margins thc present data are
consistent with those of Kagan and Kasmaliev (Kag 67) obtained from. the
low cn(;:rgy part of{(Ec) using Langmuir probes. Analysing our data with the
h ~Cl of Jongerius (Anderson el al.) instead of the average set yielded 15%
smaller (larger) blH4.~ value~,
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T Hg Cc)
I (rnA)

10

.l.(nm)
579.0{1
577.0
491.6
434.8
410.8
407.&
390.7
380.2
370.4
366.3
184.9

6.2 17.5
4.0 11.0
2.4
6.5
5.2
2.0
0.61 1.10
7.2
2.7
0.79 2.2
0.19 0.46
0.37 0.&9
5.7
2.2
520 1300

20
30

100
41
27
15.0
12.0
4.0
18.0
5.3
1.05
2.0
13.5
3500

25
30

10

6.5 16.5
4.4 11.0
2.8
1.0
1.90 4.8
0.67 1.80
3.1
8.0
0.77 2.0
0.19 0.49
0.35 0.84
2.2
5.6
570 1400

100

SO
34
19.5
14.0
5.1
24

6.0
1.30
2.2
16.5
4200

Table 111-1 The measured radiances a~ the oJltically thin lilies,
.tudied.

THg Cc)
/ (rnA)

n",(i 0 14m -3)
To (eV)

10

20
30

100

10

1.3
4.4

3.5
3.9

8.3
3.6

0.92

3.5

Table III·]] The values or the tail electmn density

25
30
2.3
3.3

10
7.8
5.3
3.5
2.1
0.86
3.8
0.92
0.25
0.42
2.6
690

30
30
21
14.0
9.3
5.2
2.2
10.5
2.4
0.60
0.97

100
64
44

28

16.0
6.5
32
7.2
166
2.6
7.1 20.5
1700 4900

10

9.4
6.5
4.4
2.5
1.05
4.8
1.05
0.29
0.47
3.2
760

35
30

lOO

10

25
17.0
11.5
6.2
2.7
13.0
2.8
0.74
1.20
8.5
2100

80
57
36
19.0
8.3
40.0
8.5
2.0
2.9
26
6300

9,4
6.5
4.6
2.4

L", and the '1uatllity L7... ill ullit. of 10" m"

30
100

10

6.8
3.1

076
3.2

30

1.9
2.8

100
5.8
2.6

10
0.62
2.9

LOS
4.1
1.05
0.27
0.46
3.3
820

40
30

100

28
18.5
12.5
6.4
2.9
14.0
2.9
0.81
1.20
9.3
2300

90
64
36
19.5
8.5
44
8.5
19
3.2
28
7400

,ec" ster" forthe clischarge ootlditiolls

35
30
1.6
2.7

100

10

40
30

100

4.8
2.3

0,43
2.8

1.2
2.6

3.5
2.2

n:-, alld the electron l"mpe'''lure T, (lb~"ined from the measured radiance •.

ThlC oh,crved excitation rates are determined mainly by the value~ of
(j).(l:,,) and f(E,,) in the fir,t few eV's above the upper level energies.
Therefore. the oht,lineJ value of al~4AEJ at J5 eY, bl~4.9' is more sen~itive
to pnssible inaccllracies in the precbe shape of the function than the value of
the initial slope, aIH4.'!. For the shape of aI84.<J(EJ used (Ott 74) we have the
relation b 1k4 .'1 (\O-2U 01 2 ) = 6.0 U184.9 (10 -:W m2/eV). The values of the initial
slopr;; an; important for use in analogou~ ,ituations. The value, at 15 eV are
<llso given to allow a C()mpari~()n with theoretical literature data from which
these values can bl,; oht,lined much more accurately than those of the initial
slopes. The values obtained for alk4.~ and h84~) are shown in fig. 1·6. Apart
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","4.9. and 01' the excitation function at 15 cY.

the independnll error of 20% from the [,79.1 value, the error In these
individual data is ~ 35%, which is mainly due to the um:ertainty in T".
Th!;; aVl,;ragc.: values are
ft'OIl1

(ilK"."

== O.1X ± 0.1 lO-LlJ m 2/eV

(15 eV) ~ 2.3 ..l;; (j.6 lO-2 0 m 2 •
The error is 25% induding the error in /519.1' The excitation function
lJ1H4.'l (Eo) approximated by four piecewise linear parts is shown in fig. 3·7.
The 6lpl direct C)(CitMion cross section u("P, (E,,), whit:h Can he compared
with literature data, is obtained from 111M') (Eo) aftn subtraction of the
cascade contrihut.inn ()"1~4.'!","c (EJ (s<::c fig. 3,7) with
20
(lIK'L<Jc",c (15 cV) "" 0.17 ± 0.02 10!hZ.
<11g4.9

24

2

- - E"leVI
Fig. )·7 Tho ~hsolutc optical excitation function o'«4 .• (E,) and the absolute 6'P, direct excitation cross ,"ction (16'., (E.) obtained from this work. The unc"Tt~jllty ill the absolute scale ;,
~ 30%. The shape of (1,~4,9 (Ee) and the absolute cascade Cr<l~S ~ection Q,., '>em (E.) have been
taken from literature (,ee te~t).

Here we used the value AtOt4.ol A 407 . S = 6 as mentioned above. It is seen
from fig. 3·7 that this cascade contribution is less than 15% of al84.9 (EJ for
6.7"" E. "" 15 eV. The initial slope a6'p, in the energy region
6.7 ,;:; Eo :% 9.7 eV and the cross section value at 15 eV of the 6 1 P t direct
excitation cross section are
a6'p,
= 0.35 ± 0.1 10-2(1 m 2/eV,
10
2
06'1", (15 eV) = 2.1 ± 0.6 10- m •
111.3. Comparison with literature

A comparison of the 6 1P j direct electron impact excitation cross section
value at 15 e V with literature data is given in table Ill-III.
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Theory

Experiment
fi..'kt'i...'l1l'l'

a"'!',(I~ eV)
( I ()"-~i) Ill")

Am,>,

,111.1

Jong..::rhl:"

SaVcllcnk"

·.~S

'1l2

rhi,
work

McCmllldl lind

B:!inl..':-i

M()i~dwit,ch '(>~

.')()

0.3

2.1 ±O.o

7.4

4.9

4,2

1',,1>1<'.111·111 cO[llI""i"", or 1h" 6' P, (1ir~('1 ,,,dtllti,," em" ,,,ction at 15 cV, a,,)r', (IS cV), with
L'XPl'1'I111 l'iHill

i.lnt! Ih<,,'orl..'jJcallilcra111rc data.

Arllot and Baines (Am 35) used an electron scattering apparatus, mea~uring the scattered dl;ctrons over a wide angular range. Their v<llue for
11(,,1', at 15 eV is about iI factor of 2 larger th,ln ours, We note that their
value for (h't., at 50 I;V it> a factor of 2.5 huger than the recent value of Kaul
(!<-au 79). From their energy resolution we conclude that they measured

i: 0,,'1' I (f~'J, but at 50 eV thil-; almost equals ali'? I (McC 6R), Jongerius
I ~I
(Jon h2) measured (hI; rdative function atHu(I,:J and obtained an absolute
s(:ak by assuming it to be .;;qual to the casc<\de contribution for
6.7 "" E" $ 12 eV, Calcubtion of (jt~4.9<,,>JE<) as given above would even
dl~nea~e his ahsolute scale by a fa<:tor of 2. Since our result~ indicate that
(1t~'I:),.",,(EJ is at most 15% of (}t~4.,)(EJ for 6.70;;; Eo ,;;; 15 eV (see fig, 3·7) it
is dear why Jongerius's valuc is too small.
Of the theorftii:,11 data (Pen 32, Yav 47. McC 68, Sav 70) only the two most
recent referenl.:es ,Ire given since unfortunately in the older work some
mathematical inm:curacics were made (McC oR). The scattering cross sections wt'rc c:altulatcd in the Born·OdJkur one-electron exdtatlon approximation. i:':ffects of configuration intcnlction with excited core configurations
wtrc neglected. The cross seetjon shapes are in reasonable agreement with
the one derived in this work (see fig, 3·7), The values at 15 eV ,ue about a
factor of 3 larg<:r th;ln our experiment,11 value. The ullcert,jinty estimated for
the use of the Born-Ochkur approximation is a factor of 1,5-2 (Sav 70).
Rerent c,dc:ul,ltions of the oscillator strength of the 184.9 nm line (Sho 81)
have shnwil that inclusion of clnc polarization givt's a reduction of fIH4.~ by
approximately a factor of 1.6. Therefore, the use of the BOI'Il-Ochkur <1pproximation together with thc neglect of core pol<1rilation in the cross sl;ction
calculations may be responsihle for the difference hetween theory and experiment.

Appendix III

In this appendix we will make an estimate of the absolute cross sections for
electron impact excitation of the Hg 6lpi level from the 63po,1,2 excited
states: O"{"I'-H'P,(E<), We will make use of the extensive experimental data
available in literature for a DC Hg-Ar low-pressure discharge with tube
radius R = 18.0 mm and 400 Pa argon pressure. For this discharge the
184.9nm radiated power PliI4.~, the electron density n" and temperature T"
and the 6 3p number densities n6'p are known fm the conditions! = 400 rnA,
T Hg -- 11·80°C and T Hg == 42°C, 1= lOO-SOO mA (Kae 63, Yer 61, Koe 62),
We make the assumption that P184.9 is well described by electron impact
excitation of the 6 1 PI state from the ground state and from the excited tiJPO.I ,2
states. It can be shown that electron depopulation losses are always less than
10 percerlt of the total excitation rate for these discharge conditions,
The contribution to P184') of the excitation from the ground state is
calculated using our absolute optical excitation cross section 0"1M<)(Ecl obtai·
ned in section IIL2. Deviations from the Maxwellian electron energy distribution have been taken into account using the two-electron group model in
which the bulk and tail electrons are described with different temperatures T,.
and T" respectively (Lig 80), Using the values of 1', (and To) given by these
authors for the discharge conditions THg = 42T, I = iOO·~;o() mA it follow>
that the contribution to P184.9 of direct excitation is abollt JO-20% in this
range.
For the contribution to PI~4.~ of the indirect excitation from the 6-'P".1.2
states the shape of the excitation cross sections O"("'I>--,>olp,(E o ) has been taken
equal to the one for excitation of the 7 3S 1 state from the 6"P states (Cay 50)
which we have approximated by

'
0"6'P.... 6'P,(Eo)

==

(E~-Eo)

C{1.5+0.7

1

4c

,

(E~-Eo-1.5)},

0.",; E.-Eo (eV) ,;;: 1.5

1.5

~

£,-Eo (eV)

-:0;

5.0 (3·A'1)

,50.,;;: Eo-Eo (eV)

Here EO=£61,,-E(,Jp and c is the initial slope givcn in units of 10- 20 m 2/eY,
The absolute scale of this cross section 0"6JP-->6'P,(Ec) hil5 been determined by
equating the indirect 6 t pi excitation rate to the 184.9 nm output rate aftcr
subtracting the direct excitation rate. From the data for the condition
2
THR"" 42°C, I = 600 rnA we obtain the value c = 1.4 lO-20 m /eY. The effect
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which the disturbance of the plasma by the probe ha~ upon the measured
c;1c;<;(ron dl;;nsities is estimated to be 20 percent under these conditions.
Using the values for T, I T,. and radial profiles for the Hg ground state
density from a more refined discharge model (Lig 79) it is found that with this
ah~()lut<; scak for u("'~'--->(,II,,(EJ the P184.9 data are described with a mean
absolute deviation of 20% for the range of discharge conditions (f? = 18.0 mm,
PM = 400 Pa) TII~ = 42"C, I = 100-800 rnA and I = 400 rnA, T flg = 11-80°C.
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IV _ Radiative transport at the 184.9 nm Hg resonance line.
Theory
IV.1. General formulation
In this chapter we will derive an expression for the radiative decay rate f3 of
a system of excited atOmS in its fundamental mode. The expression is obtained for a homogeneous medium and applies for large optical thickness and a
vast range of collision rates. The spectral relaxation rate is discussed and a
condition is given for the existence of a fundamental mode in this regime.
The analytical expression for {3 is given for a hyperfine structure of the line.
The partial redistribution theory starts from the transport equation given
by Payne et al. (Pay 74) and uses an expression for the photon redistribution
function (Zan 41, Hub 69, Omo 72, Nie 77, Vos 78, Unn 52, Hum 62, Pay 74)
with an approximation first made by Jefferies and White (Jet 60).

IV.i.i. Transport equation
The transport equation for resonance radiation is given by (Pay 74)

i)~

N(p,x,t) '" - yN«(3,x,t)

+ S(p,x,t) +

+ <Xl

-k(X')R!p'-pl

y k oRJ1:lIi dx' dp' N(p',x',t) R(x',x) e I~
~F'
4rr p' - p

J J

-00

( 4·1)

v

Here we have neglected the effects of quenching of the excited atoms or
absorption by impurity atoms. Furthermore, p -- ;-', R is the reduced spatial
position vector, where 2R is the characteristic dimension of the enclosure,
i,e, the diameter for a sphere or cylinder and thc thickness for a slab. The
reduced frequency distance to the line centre Vu is given by
V-Yo

t:

Vo

v

x=-~--=

,where

_
V"

(2kTlm)1!2

and c, k, T, m have their usual meaning,
N(p,x,t)dxdp is the number of excited atoms in dp at j5 at time t,
which will emit photons into the photon frequency interval dx at x, and
dt y N(p,x,t)dxdp represents the number of photons emitted in dt from
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dp

into interval dx at x. As excited atoms we thus take into account those
which ah:;orh(.:d <I photon and tho~~ which an; scattcring a photon; y i~
the reciprocal natural lifetime of the excited state. S (p,x, t) dxd is the
numnl;r of excited atoms in dp at p, which will emit in dx at x pcr unit time,
create;d by prOl;e~~c~ other than absorption of photons from other parts of the
system. The; angle-averaged redist.ribution function R (x' ,x) is defined such
that R (x', x) d.)' konl12 dx represent>; the probability of a photon of frequency
x' being absorbed (or scattered) while traversing a distance ds and being
reemitted into dx at x. V is the volume containing the excit~d gas, k(x) ""
konl/Zty(x) j~ the absorption coefficient and Cy(x) is the normalized Voigt
absorption linc profilc given by
atom~

P

Lv (x)

=

a~2

_y'

...- 00

J dy --;2,+_e..,...(

Yr'

Uv

---:)-;;-2
X- Y

'

(4·2a)

-00

with

u, = -AllY
4
- (I
.lTV

+ y, f y ) .

( 4·2b)

Ilerc
ko

",,_~~t !i.1J.L g2
Xli'/]

'if;

if

<lnd for rc~onance hroadening we; have for the elastic collision ratc y" (Bel' 69,
Omo 68, Gay 74)

(4·3)
where ~ "" I for eX;fCl resonance and t < 1 for quasi-resonance as occurs in
the case of hyperfine structure (Gay 74). No is the number of atoms per unit
volume, g2 and B1 are the statistical weights of the upper and lowcr level,
respectively, und ,1.0 is the wavclength at the line centre.
Furthermorc we will use the normalized Doppler line profile Ldx)
C'

Ln(x) =

.t.2

Vii

.

(4·4)

In I.h(.: following we will distinguish between the line core (Ix I ,;;; xc) and
the line wing~ (Ixl '" x c )- The transition frequency xc> 0 is defined by the
e4uality of the first two terms in the asymptotic expan~i()n of Ly(x), which
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represent the Doppler and Lorentz contributions to Lv (x):

This yields for u, <: 1 in good approximation:

xc 2 "" In {

~ln
( "Vil
a
Cl
v

v

In "\fil ... )}
a,

IV.l.2. Frequency redistribution function
The angle-averaged frequency redistribution function can be written as
(Zan 41, Hub 69, Dmo 72, Nie 77, Vos 78, Pay 74)
(4.5a)
where

Pc"" --1!:.....
y+ y<

(4·5b)

is the probability that an elastic collision will destroy the correlation between
the absorbed and reemitted frequencies in the rest frame of the atoms. The
terms with Pc and 1 - Pc give the contribution from the fractions of absorbed
photons being reemitted with and without a decorrelating collision before
emission. The functions RII(x',x) and Rm(x',x) obey the sum rule
+00

J dx

RIl,IIl

(x', x)

=

(4·6)

Lv(x').

~I)O

For the calculation of radiative decay rates with the use of eq. (4·1), the
function Rll (x' ,x) can be approximated by (Jef 60, Pay 74)

RII (x' ,x) :;;;;: Lv (x') { (1 - a (x'» LD (x)

+ U (x') h(x' -

x)} ,

(4·7a)

with a(x) -:. 0 for Ixl< Xo and a (x) = 1 for Ixl » xc •
The function Rill (x',x) can be approximated by (Hum 62, Pay 74)
Rm (x' ,x) "'" Ly (x')Ly(x).

(4·7b)

In the following we will therefore use for the .edistribution function

R (x' ,x) the expression
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R(x',x),"
Lv(x') [(l -

f'J {(1 "

a(x'» Lf) (x)

+ a(x') J (x'

- x)}

+ PoLy (x) 1

(H)

The following aspects of the photon frequency redistribution can bc noted
from expression (4·S). The scattering probability of the incoming photons
with tht; frt;quency x' is proportional to the full Voigt absorption line profile
at x'. A fraction Pc nf the scattering photons undergoes a decorreiating
collision and is cmittcd according to the full Voigt line profile again, for this
fraction we have complete redistribution, The other fraction, 1 -- Po , of the
scattering photons i~ redistributed by the process of coherent scattering on a
vclocity diMributioll of atoms. The fll'st term of this cont.ribution in eg. (4·8)
denotes the full frequency redistribution in the corc of the line (x < x" and
(J V) "" 0) by the Doppler motion of these atoms which scatter the photon
resonantly. The second term expresses the frequency coherence in the wings
of the line (x> Xc and a (x) "" 1) where the photons are scattered predominantly off-rt:sonanct: by all ,ltOmS,
In the case of low colli~ion rates, Po « 1, there is a loose coupling between the line centre and the line wing. Photons scattering in the hne centre
arc emitted only for a small fraction of Pc at frequencies in the wing of the
line, where the medium becomes optically thin and the photons can escape,
Photons scattering in the line wing are emitted for the fraction Pc at frequencic~ within the line COre. The main fraction, 1- Pc, is emitted at its (incoming) wing frequency again. This frequency correlation in the line wing
~au:;c~ the coupling of the spatial and frequency dependence in the excited
"tOm di:.;tribution N (p, x, t). The effect of the oJ-function approximation upon
the calculated values of the decay rate will be oi:;cu~sed later (see section
IV·3).
U:;ing the redi:;trihution function R(x', x) of eq. (4'8) in the tran>;port
equatioJl (4·1). the essential redistribution mechanisms for the calculation of
the radiative decay rate (3 are taken into account.

IVl.3. Radiative decay rate
In this section we will derive an expression for the radiative decay rate lJ of
a simply connected volume with cOnVell boundary, when the system of
excited atoms is in its fundamental mode, i.e. 'at late times'. This is quite
different from the situation studied by Payne et al. (Pay 74), who calculated
the early time escape rate of the resOnance radiation in a slab geometry with
an excited atom distributjnn at /=0 uniform over the midplane y=O, and zero
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elsewhere_ The eqs. (4·9)-(4·14) below are the local versions of the analogous
equations given by Payne et ai., but with a more general formulation of the
geometrical aspects.
The radiative decay rate is the rate at which the energy in the excited atom
density decays by means of radiation transport. We define the local radiative
decay rate i3 (;5, t) as
,.
1
()
(-)
P(p,/) ~= - N(p,t)Tt N p,t ,
with

(4·9)

I

+00

(4·10)

N(p,/) := dx N(p,X,l)
-00

Consider the situation where the non-radiative creation term S (p,x, r) = 0
for t > O. Integration of eq. (4·1) over x yields with eq, (4'9) for t > 0
+00

pep, /) ;= y I dx F(p,x, /) 1/ (p, "t'",X, /)

,

(4'11)

-00

Eq - (4·11) expresses P(p, t) as the integral over all frequencies of the
normalized emission line profile
F(p x t) .= N(p,x, r)
"
.
N(p,t)

(4-12)

weighted with the escape function

(4·13a)

The function 1J for the net escape of photons with frequency x from the
volume element dp at p depends for given p,x, t upon the optical thickness

and upon the spatial profile at frequency x
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· - . ). _ N(p ,,\,1)
/(p"I,1 _- -----'-'--,--.----'-

(4,14)

N(O,x.r)

via the ratio

l(p',).',I)

N(p',X, I)
N(p ,_l·.I)

np:~-:i)

For latcr lise we ddinl;

.dp, T, ,,\. I) : -

1 - /)(P,

T,

.x,I)_

(4'13b)

FrOIll cq- (..(-13) it f()ll()w~ that for Y,. :» 1 we have 1/ «: I. whereas for
,() wc find 11----> 1_ Pnr conditions of strong imprisonment only a small
(mcrion of tllc l:lllitted line profile F(p.x.r) is optically thin (r,. < 1), so that
for 1I0t (Oil Sll'nll)t variation of N (p.x .1) with p we find from eq. (4-11);
fi(p,l) < yIn ordcr to attain all ~~xpn:s,i()11 for {)(p.l) from eq. (4·11) wt will COIln:l1lral,: n,:xr ()11 ()\llaining an exprcssion for tht emission line profile
I-'(p, x,l) _ For this pUl'pose ct]. ( .. -I) is trun,formed into an equati(ln for
n.p-u) _Using eqs. (--1--/1)-(--1--1--1-) IOgtlhcr with eq. (4-1) we finu for I > ()
T,

i)
(;II' F(p,-u)

= -- alp. r,.,I.I)F(p,.u)
+]'(1 -1'JL()(x)(i-/3(p,t)!y-f(P,r))

(4'15)
1:<:

willi

1dx F(p,X,I) =

1-

-c<;
+~

HcruUj,l)

=

fdXII(.I-)I(p,r"x.,)F(p,x.r)4: l.
--'x

Eq_ (--1-·15) is a differential equation for F(p.x. r) in which the seconu ,md
third terms on the right-hand side act as sOurce termS- These terrn~ depend
Oil time (lilly very weakly thro\lgh the :;mall corrt(:\ion~
(3(p,r)/y and
f(p,I), which we shallnc!!kct hcnceforth (f(p,l) is ofthe(orderavi(.rrxc-l for
T',>I).

The relaxation rate a(p, 1':x,X, t) of the spectral distribution F(p,x, t) is
given by

a (p, !x,X, t)

= 1'(1- a(x)(l -

Pc) g (p, !x,X, t) -

P(p, t)! 1')

(4-16a)

In the line wing, where a (x) = 1, we find from eq, (4·16a)

a(p,1':;r,x,t)::: yP«l-1/(p, 1':x,x,t» + 1'1/(15, 1':,-,x,t)- (3(p,t)
or
a(p, 'x,X,!) "'" I' Pc + 1'(1- PJ 1/(p, "",X, t) - pep, t)

,x> Xc

(4'16b)

,X>X<.

(4·16c)

It is seen from eq. (4'l6) that in the line core, where a(x)« 1, a~ well as

in the fat wing of the line, where 1/ "" 1, the spectral relaxation rate attains its
maximum value y to first order in fJ I y, independent of p, Tn X, t, This corresponds to complete Doppler redistribution and complete escape, respectively.
For frequencies in between the core and the far wing of the line the situation
is more complex. The expression (4-16b) shows three contributions to the
relaxation rate a. The first one represents the relaxation internally in the
spectrum at the spatial coordinate p due to decorrelating collisions, The
second onC denotes the relaxation by the net change in spectral density at the
frequency x due to the interaction with the other volume elements. The third
One corrects the relaxation rate obtained from the first two terms, for the
decay rate of the total excited state density at p, ( in order to obtain the
spectral relaxation rate. In the limit of Pc= I the relaxation rate equals y to
first order in WI', independent of p"",,,x,t, due to the combined effects of
decorrelating collisions and net spectral density change, In the limit of P,.=O
the spectral relaxation rate is equal to Y1/(p, r.,;\;,t)-f3(p,t) since [he only
relaxation mechanism left at a given frequency x is interaction with the other
volume elements at this frequency. This is e.g. equivalent to diffusion if
Tx> 1.
For 0 < 1/ < I, which one can ascribe to a not too strong variation of
N(p,x, t) as a function of p, it follows from eq, (4'16c) that a is always larger
than the spectral relaxation rate corresponding to decorrelating collisions,
yPc - f3(p,t). This minimum value of a is attained in the near wing of the
line when the optical thickness is so large that the relaxation rate Y1/ can he
neglected.
For Po = 0 the different frequency intervals in the line wing act independently, whereas in the line core they are strongly coupled by the Doppler
redistribution_ In appendix IV.A.1 it is shown that for Po = 0 a fundamental
mode exists for every wing frequency interval sepa,ately (Dav 57) as well as
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I'M the line core as a wholc, with spatial profiles denoted by f"(p,x) and
0 denotes Pc = 0; no superscript i~ used
for 1', > 0,
For I\, > () all frcqucncy intervals are coupled, After a time sufficiently
long for thcF(p,x,l) andI~(j5,() in the Po = 0 case to he in their fundaITIl'ntal modes at all x, the sp,ttial profiles for a non-zero small Pc valuc
I(p, x, i) and so 1], g and a vary in time only sluwly _ This slow variation in
time is mainly due to a time dependence of the spectral distribution
l'(p',X,i), which is caused hy thc weak coupling of the different spcctral
regions, Ilowevcr, if the spectral relaxation tate a US, 'x, x, /) is much larger
than the decay rate /'J(p,t) for a given N(p,I), the spectrum F(p,x,l) can
accommodate ihclf quasi-instantaneously to the situation with the density
profile N ({i, I). In this case it is reasonable to assume that one fundamental
mode exists, in which the spectrum F(p,x), the spatial profilesj(p,x) and
therefoTIC r/(p,T;"X), g(p""x) and (l(p,T:x,x) are time independent. Ohviously, /{ thcn does not depend on time and position either and the decay is
exponential with radiative decay rate (J, The condition for the cxistence of a
fundamental mode then follows from eq_ (4·16c) if we u-;e the fact that the
lower limit of the relaxation rate a for photons in the wing is found where fJ is
largest. i,e. ~It x = x" (Tx, == '0)' The condition becomcs
I~Vj). rcspectively, The superscript

(4·17)
In this inequality we made the approximation

Y/(ii, ,",xJ = 7] (O,T"x,) ~ 71 (T<)_ The unknown spatial profilef(p,x c) atxo is
called {Vi), so that I) at p = (j is only a function of rc- For the behaviour of

7JCrJ

the precise spatial dependencc of f(p,xJ b of minor importance; see
apxendix IV.B.
The fundamental mode radiative decay ra.te /1 can be found in an iterative
way by a~suming a function [(p,x), so that the spectrum F(p,x) is to first
order in Ny obtained from eq. (4-15):

( 4·18)
and by varying i(i), x) \lnlil the integral
+00

f
-00
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dxF(p,x)ry(p,T n x)""'/3ly

is independent of

p.

( 4·19)

In the case of a hyperfine structure with the strengths of the components d i
given by the natural abundance of the isotopes, an analogous calculation can
be made. Taking proper account of the processes for the individual components through eqs. (4'12)-(4'18) we find for the fundamental mode radiative
decay rate of a hyperfine structure (hfs) with a natural abundance distribution in the excited state population

+c.:>

I(l-Pc,)diLD,(x)+

J dx - - " - - - -..T,~.

"2. PoAL y ,(.:t)
(4'20)

- - - - " - - - - - 1) (Tn X) .

'00

I - flli(.:t)

-:r:- (1- Pc)g(r"x)

Here we used detailed balance relations for Lhe hyperfine structure-mixing
collisions due to own gas and foreign gas atoms. The effect of multipletmixing collisions due to foreign gas atoms upon thc strength of the fluoresCCnCC r<ictiati(Jn h<is bccn trcatcd in Nie 78. The symbols P<" d" Lr),(x),
Lv (x), r, , Gi(x) denote the same quantities as before, but for the h.t.s.
co~pone~'t i; - T, = LI Tx' The calculation of 1)(p, T,., x) and therefore of (3 i~
done at p "" 0 for convenience. We have defincd rl(r".:t) := )](0, rx'x).
It is instructive to write the cxpression (4·20) as
I

....

(4-21)

where the two tcrms (3n< and (3< denote the contributions to f3hf' arising from
the source terms without and with a decorrelating collision before emission,
respectively.
With increasing density the first term, {1n<, decreases, because the optic.i]
thicknc~~ incrca~e~. At low collision rates (1',1 l' < 1 --> P< ~ 1) the second term, /),., increascs with increaSing density because also the collision
rate and therefore P,. increases. Whereas at very low collision rates the decay
mle is mainly determined by the Doppler redistribution - fine - in a large
density range, above a certain density the collisional redistribution term fie
dominates. Therefore, if this occurs when Pc is still small, Po ~ 1, a minimum is present in the dcc;iy r<ite f3 as a function of density. Moreover it
follows that in this parameter range the assumption of complete redistributioll - Pc = 1 in eqs. (4·18) and (4·20) - introduces <l large overestimation of f3
(see chapter V).
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IV.2. Application to an infinite

~ylindcr

In this section various usxects of (hI,; ~adiative transport theory given in
section IV. I. are con~ldcred in m!Jre detail. Furthermore the use of un
apprOximate form of the radial profile f(p, x) is discussed, which considcmhly simplifies thc clilculatioll of (1, at the expense of only a small errOr.
Whcrcas the expressi()r\s (4·1)-(4·2() are equully valid in planc, cylindric.1I
anu spherical gcometry - the difference showing only ill '/ (P, Tn ,~") - we
henceforth confine our attention to the case of an infinitely long cylindcr.
Some quantities to be discus~ed are calculated at the eylir\Jer axis p = () for
conveniencc, where p is the reduced radial coordinate.

IV.2.l. SjJ('(.'/ral line shape
We first consider the speetrum F(O, x). For simplicity reusons this is uOlle
for a one-comronent line. The spectrum F(O,x) is shown in fig. 4·1 for the
parameter ~et ko R = 103, 10 4 , a y ' " (LI, Pc == 10- 3 , 10- 2, 10- l, 1. The radial
profile f(p,x) has heen approximated by the frequency independent profile
!D(P), whiCh i~ the radial profile for complete redistribution
li Doppler
line shapc ir\ the limit of large optieal thickne,;~ (see appendix IV. A). Th~
culculation of the escape funr.:tior\ '/ (T.,) in this case is described in lIppendix
IV.B. For aCI:) in the approximution (4'7a) of the redistribution function
RIl (x', .~.) we used the rurlctlon (Pay 74)

,mo

a(x)

= 1-

LD(x)! Lv(x).

(4·22)

Also plotted is the function G (x) ; = (1 - Pol Ll) (x) + Pc tv (x). which i~
the source function in eq. (4,15) to first order in (3!y ,lnu F. For P" "" I we
hav<.: F(O,x) = G (x) = Lv (x), the full Voigt profile.
It is interesting to compare the spectrum F(O, x) with the Voigt line profik
Ly (x), which is the lir\e shape in thermodynamic equilihrium. With
eq. (4,22) it is found from eq. (4-1H) that in the line core F(O,x) is equ<ll to
Lv (x) in u good arproximation for x ,,; x,, if 17 «1 . This is analogou:-; t () the
results of previous calculations (Hoi 47, Hoi 51, hi 76b). In the line wing,
x > xc, where the relaxation rate terms Y17 <\r\d YPc. compete, the spectrum
"(0, x) approaches Lv (x) for those frequencies where the spectral relaxation
is dominated by incoherent scattering. i.e. r) « P" The re1:ltive deviation
of F(U,x) from L y (x) in this case is (I - Pc) 1] (T,.) fPc. Thc"e results apply lor
all p and c.iTi he interpreted as followf';. At each scatt.ering in the COl"/;; of the
lim: a spectral redistribution t 'ikes place, for il fr'lCtion (1 - Pc) a<:C(lrding t() a
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Fig. 4,] 'rhe linc shape functions F(O,x) and G (x) for a one-component line with a v = 0.1,1', =
)0-', I and the radial profilefD(p) (sec text). For P, = 1 we have F(O,x) = G(x) w
Lv{x), the full V()~! line profile. The frequencies x" Xt and Xo are also shown. -"the values of Xf

10- 3,10-',

for P, = 10-', 10- , )0-3 ~re deMted by the numbers 1. 2. 3, respectively. For kQ R .. 10' the Xf
values for P, = 10- 2 and 1O-} nearly coincide. a. k.R = 10"; b. koR '" to 4•

Doppler and for a fraction Pc according to a Voigt profile. The latter fraction
is the main source of supply of photons in the wing, x > xc. For
I] ~ Pc the photons will be trapped in the volume at fixed frequency until
they eventually undergo an incoherent scattering. Consequently, a build·up
of photon density in the near wing occurs to the full Voigt value, since on the
average 11Po coherent scatterings will take place before an incoherent one. In
the far wing, where the medium becomes optically thin ('I] = 1) no build-up
exists and the spectrum approaches the source spectrum G (x).
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JV.2.2. Ejfective ('.,cape function

An interpretation closely related to thc one in section IV. 2.1. can be given
by writing the integrand of eq. (4·20) for the one-component line as
(4·23)

with the effective

e~eape

function

_
1) «.<, x)
)
(
710n r"x - I - (l- PJa(x)g(r"x)

(4·24)

Whereas 1) (r.<,x) ean be looked upon as the probability for a photon to
escape without undergoing any scattering at all, 1)df can bc regarded as the
probability that a photon escapes befOre undergoing a frequency changing
scattering. In the line core 110,1"1 (r.,x) = 1/(r".,x), but in the near wing the
effective escape function 1),,1"1. (r"x) can be much larger than 1} (,-,., x). This is
due to the frequency correlation in the scattering process by whi<.:h a wing
100e=~~~=---'=~~'F::::-1

a: Po; 1

b
c:
d.
10

3 ..

.10. 1
,,10. 2
"'0. 3

- - - J,124P)
- - folp)
""".- fl.1 P)

,-Fig. 4·2 The effective ~hapc fUDCI"'" '/dr(T) for 1', = 10--', 10-\ 10 ',1. a (x) = 1 and the radial
profilcf,,(p). For P, = \0_.', Ilhe curves calc\ll~ted with the l'adial profib[..(p) and J,,(2.4p)
arc al", 'hM/II. For the s~k~ of the clarity ,,(T.) fmm eq. (4·29) is not ~n()wn here (see text),
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photon at frequency x remains at X for many coherent scatterings before it is
removed from its wing frequency in an incoherent scattering. In fig. 4'2,
1)df(T"X) is plotted for a (x) = 1, several values of Pc and three choices of a
frequency independent radial profile f(p) = f(p,x), sO that 1)oft (r.. ,x) is only
a function of the optical thickness r at x: 1) 011 (r); see appendix IV.B. Note
that for Pc = 1 we have 1)oft '" 1).
For use in the next section we define Xc as the frequency at which I) reaches
the value 0.5 and Xf as the frequency at which I)cff reaches that value. Simple
relations can be derived for some quantities at the frequencies x~ and Xf. We
find for the spectral density at xc:

{ Lv(x.1
F(O,x.)

""
1 : p Po Lv (xc)

,

°<x.<xo

,

Xc

(4·25a)

<xc

(4·25b)

c

For the escupe function at

Xf

we find:

{"('~.x.)" 0.5
1)x r : =

11 (Txr' xc)

""

Pc
1 + Pc

, o <xc =xc<xc

( 4·26a)

,

(4·26b)

x«xf ,,;x¢

Using the relutions (4·26) together with eq- (4·18) we find for the spectral
density at Xf:

From eg_ (4·26b) togetller with eq. (4·8·8) we obtain for
approximate relation between 'x, and Pc :
1.2

r-'r=

VP..

c

Xc

<

Xc "" Xc

the

-

IV.2.3. Integrand of expression for {3

For the exact calculation of f3 the necessary solution for the radial pwfi!e

f(p.x.) can be found by the iteration method discussed with eqs.(4·18),
(4'19). Such a solution will not be attempted here to the full end. Rather we
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shall go through the first step of this scheme, i.e. we make a reasonable
choice of f(p,x), and show the relative insensitivity of fJ for the specific
choice of f(p,x).
For this purpose we next discuss the behaviour of the integrand (4·23) of
the integral expression (4·20) for (i. This integrand is plotted in fig. 4·3 for a
one-component line, the same set of a", koR, Pc as in fig. 4·1, and a few
choices of a frequency independent radial profilefCp), which are discussed in
appendix IV.A.2. The values of Xc, Xo and Xf are also shown. It is seen that
the integrand lIttains its maximum near Xf. This is analogous to the case of
complete redistribution which is attained in OUf formalism as the special case
of Pc"" 1, giving 1)cff = 1) and Xf '" Xe' Furthermore it is seen from fig. 4·3 that
for the calculation of (3, knowledge of the precise form of the radial profile
f(p,x) is mainly important for x near Xf.
To obtain an estimate of f(p,x) near Xr, which can be used to a first
approximation at all x in the calculation of the integrand, we will next discuss
the radial profile f(p,x).
IV.2.4. Radial profile

Using the expressions (4·12), (4·14), (4·16), (4·18) we find for the radial
profile f(p, x) in the fundamental mode

f(p x) '" a(O, T... ,X) N(p)
,
a (p, T.,X) N(O)

In the most general situation - Xo < XI < Xo - four spectral regions can be
distinguished for f(p, x):
a. the corc of the line: 0 < x < Xc, a (x) «: 1, g = 1;
f(p,x) =/«p), independent of x, corresponding to complete Doppler
redistribution.
b. the near wing of the line: Xo < x < Xr, a (x) "'" 1, g "" 1;
f(p, x) = fe (p), independcnt of x, due to redistribution through incoherent scattering only.
c. the middle wing of the line: XI < X < Xc, a (x) = 1, g = 1;
f(p,x) is a function of x and is determined at each x by the (source)
function fe (p) as well as by Po and Tx.
d. the far wing of the line: x > x., a (x) = 1, g «: 1;
f(p,x) = fe (p), independent of X, since for the emitted photons the
medium is optically thin-
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Thc ratli(ll profile f(p, xl is always broader than the diffusion profile
.Til (2.404p), and we assume I(p, Xf) to be not much broader than fl, (p) (see
appendix IV,A). For the calculation of f3 we then approximate f(p,xl at all x
by fn (p), which lies in between 101 (2A04p) and tL (pl, in this way ~m()()thly
joining the regime of complete Doppler redistribution. Here k (p) and fD (p)
are the radial profiles for complete fcdist6bution and a Lorentz and Doppler
lin(;: profik, rc~pl;:r.:tivdy.
Fm' thcse frequency independent r::tdial profiles the escape function al the
cylinder axis only depends on the optical thickness r.".' 1) (TA , x) = '1 (T,). The
ealculiltjon of 'Y/ ('t,) for the radial profiles fD (p), fdp) and 10 (2.404p) is
described in appendix IV.13. The resulting curves of r] Cr,) arc shown in fig.
4·2. USing the ry(t,) functions for to(p) andfL(p) in eg.(4·20) WI;: have
checked that for the cas~ of complete redistribution (Pc = I) and a onecomponent line in the limit of large optical thickness the analytical results of
van Trigt (Tri 76a) for f3 are reproduced within 1'Yo Or better for any Voigt
profile (a v ~ 0). It has be(;:n shown by van Trigt (Tri 76<-1), that for a general
Voigt line profile Lv (x) and complete redistribution in frequency (eg. (4,20)
with P" = 1), value~ of {3 with 10% accuracy are Obtained with '/ (1:X> given by
1) (t. .. ) = 1 _..

~'Jl' arctan (

5t

n

)

,

(4,29)

The values of '7(T) from (4'29) are not shown in fig. 4·2 for the sake of
clarity. For '1',< ,;:; 1.5 they are larger th<in fj ('t,.j for the radial profik fD (p),
with a maximum difference of 5% at 1'.. = 0.6. ForT" > 1.5 they are smellier
than r/(1'.) for j{)(p), with a maximum absolute difkrencc of 10%, independerlt of Tx for 1:" > 3.
The radiative decay rate {3 can now be (;:alculated from eg. (4·20) ming the
escape function for tD (pl. The error in f3 due to this approximation can be
estimated from the results obtained with Ihe e~cape functions for 10 (2.404p)
and !L(p).

IV.3. Discussion
Our use in the theory of the angle-averaged redistribution function limits
its application to (;:a~es or strong imprisonment, where the absorbed emi$~ion
comes nearly equally from all directions so that the emission is approximately
isotropic. The redistribution function given in eg. (4·5) has been calculated
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quantum-mechanically (Hub 69, Omo 72, Nie 77, Vor 78) for foreign-gas
broadening in the rest frame of the atom, The expressions for RII (x' ,x) and
Rill (x' ,x) in the laboratory frame (Unn 52, Hum 62, Jef 60) are rather
complicated, The mMe simple expressions (4'7a,b), used in our theory in
chapter IV.l, are approximations. It is argued by Payne et al. (Pay 74) that,
with rely given by eq, (4·3) and using eq. (4·7b) for Rm(x',x), eg. (4·5)
should also hold for self·broad~ning, The approximation of Rill (x ' ,x) by eq.
(4·7b) is best when used for large values of lx' I or Ix I (Pay 74, Hum 62), I.e.
at large optical thickness where the wings dominate the radiation transport
process, For the wings of a h.f.s, of overlapping line components this approximation is even better justified than for a single line, because on the average
the frequency distance to the line centre of the h.f, components is larger.
In the approximation of Rll (x' ,x) by eq. (4·7a) the use of the first term
requires strong imprisonment as well: knR :> 50 (Pay 74). The effect of the
approximation of the second term by a <5 (x' - x) function (Jef 60) is discussed
in more detail in appendix IV.C. With this Jefferies-White approx;iroation the
decay rate (:3 is underestimated if the line wing is optically thick and the
collision rate low (P~ « 1), The introduced error in (3 is estimated in appendix IV.C to be largest when f3nc and Pc of eg. (4·21) are about equal, I.e. near
the minimum in (3(nHg)' This is confirmed by Our data in chapter V. From a
rough estimation we find in appendix IV.C that, at the ground state density
of the minimum in f3(n) in the experiment of chapter V with cylinder radius
R = 12.5 mm and zero perturber gas pressure, the decay rate (3 is underesti.
mated by about 30% when the JW approximation is used. We feel that the
observed difference of max;. 25% between experiment and theory around the
minimum in f3(nHg) (see chapter V) is due for at least a large part to the JW
approximation in RII (x' ,x), although the good agreement with the estimated
error is fOrtuitous because of the roughness of the estimation. The use of the
JW appro)limation then predicts a somewhat too pronounced minimum in {3
as a function of density. This has also been found for the early time escape
rate of Ar resonance radiation (Pay 74),
The range of Pc values where ex;pression (4,20) applies is mainly determined by the condition (4·17) for the existence of a fundamental mode in
the JW approx;imation. It can be shown that for koR > 50 and a v «:: 1 we
have Pc :»- (3) y. We then find that condition (4, l7) is satisfied if
(l - Pc) 71 ('c) » f3nj y
(1- PJ7I('c) -:f f3nc / y

for all Pc , and if
: for Po >- (3..c/y.

For a single line component 71 (rJ can be easily estimated using

.c "" 0.1 koRa

v·
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Appendix IV.A
In this appendix the spatial profile f (p,x) in the fundamental mode is
discussed in more detail for the case of an infinitely long cylinder. For a plane
or spherical geometry analogous expressions can be obtained.
IV.A.I. Consider in the redistribution function approximation of eqs.(4·5),
(4-7), (4·8) the case where Pc = 0 and assume that a spatial distribution of
excited atoms exists, created at £==0 in such a way that the spectral distribution is non-zero in the optically thick wings (Tx, :»- 1). For x > Xc this situation is completely analogous (0 the 'one speed' (or 'constilnt cross section')
approximation in the neutron transport theory (Dav 57)_ The results of this
theory show that the radial profile (p, x) for 0 < p < 1 - 11 rx is given in
good approximation by the solution of a diffusion equation with the boundary conditionF(1 +O.711T:x ,x) "" O. (The superscript 0 denotes the very special
situation of Pc=O; no superscript is used for Pc > 0, as occurs in real physical
situations).
Therefore, a fundamental mode exists for each x> X, independently, with
the radial profile

r

2.404 P )
f o ( p,x ) = J0 ( 1+0.711T
x

,x>xc

,O<p<l-l I 'ex

(4Ala)

It follows that r(p,x) is always broader than Jo(2.404p), the fundamental
mode diffusion profile with its first zero at the wall. For 1'",» 1 the differences, however, are very smalL For the line COre an analogous sitUiltion
would exist, were it not for the Doppler redistribution exerting a strong
coupling for all x with 0 < X < xO' We therefore expect the line core to act as a
whole in a fundamental mode behaviour with the radial profile n(p) independent of ~ and given by

lV.A.2. Now let Pc become non-zero, Po > 0: then there exists a certain
coupling between the different frequency intervals which will yield spatial
distributions different from eq. (4·A·1). Beeau;>e the (p,x) are for all x
broader than i o (2A04p), this will remain valid for f(p,x). In the line core
10 (p) will become broader dum to the coupling to frequency regions with
broader r(p,x). Because F(p,x) is broader for larger x, it can be expected
that the strongest influence on the broadening of Ie (p) COmes from x = XI'

r
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where 110f! = 0.5. This com/;:, about since for X> Xf the photons mostly escape
before a frequency changing scattering occurs:
17«(r",x) > tloff('r:x" xd = 0.5; moreover, their gencnl.lion nHe decreases:
(; (x) < G (XI). For Xc < x < Xf the opposite is true. We then find

Jo (2.404p)

2.404

~ f(p,x) ~lo( 1+ 0.71/"

p), (l<x<xr, 0< P< 1- l/TA
(4·A·2)

Therefore, if P< « I then Tx , >- 1 and J(P,Xf) and fe (p) are givcn to a good
approximation by the narrowest possible profile:
f(P,Xf) = fe(P) 0= lo(2.404p). If Pc increases t x, decreases, <md Je(P) and
f(p,x() become broader.
To what extent J~ (p) is broadened can be seen best from the situation of
complete redistribution: Pc = 1, where "" is smallest, '.,( = 'x, "'" l, and
f(p,xr) "" J«p) = J(p}. In this case (Trl 7601) the spatial profilcsID(p} and
Jdp) for a Doppler and Lorentz line shape, respectively, are both broader
than 10 (2.404p). However, Ji~ (p) is only 10% larger than Ifl (p) except very
close to the wall, whereas the traction of emitted photons with 1\ "" 1 is much
larger for a Lorentz than for a Doppler line shape. For a Voigt line shape
Iy (p) will be in between J~) (p) andfdp), depending On the values of (jv and

koR.
So we have found for the radial profile at Xr, f(p, xf):
ifx(>x"
: f(P,xr)=fc(P)
in both limits of Pc 4: 1 and ?e= L We assume that it will not be
much broader than Ie (p) for all Pc values. In fact we will assume that
,(p, xd is not much broader than Jdp)· 2.404
. .
ii. If xr=xc<xc : ] (p,x!) = Je(P) "'" 10 (1+071/1:" p) < h(p),

i.

since the broadening int1uence of line wing photons decreases.
iii if xf "" Xc < Xc : f(p, xr) = J~ (p) = fD (p),
since the line wings are optically thin.
In all cases f(p,xt) is broader than J o (2.404p),
Appendix IV.8
Calculation of the escape function rl (T)
In this appendix we will calculate the escape function I] (T) at the axis of an
infinitely long cylinder for a given spatial profile f(p)
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-

-rlp'l
I](r) "" 1- dp' '[~12 f(p') .

I
v

(4-B-1)

4;rlp'

In a coordinate system with the spherical coordinates p', 8, cp (8 is the angle
between p' and the cylinder axis and cp is the angle in the 8 ... ,,/2 plane) and
the origin at the cylinder axis, 1)( r) can be written as
Ii~infl

Jrfl

1)(r)

=

J

1- d8sin8 J dp'u-<P'j(p'sin8) .
0
o

(4·B·2)

Here we have used the cylindrical symmetry of the problem, which implies
thatf(p') is an even function of p : = p' sin e. The integral in (4·B·2) can be
simplified by approximation of f(p) by a power series of a large but finite
number of terms. With the boundary conditions f(O) = 1 and f( J) = 0, we
find

f (p);;;; "~' a2f1 (1 - If") ,

(4'B'3a)

,,=1

Jtm.nx

I a2,,= 1

4·B·3b)

1]=1

This gives
fl

I] (r)

max

= ~ a2" '12" (x)

(4·B·4)

,,=1

with
idl

1

.,·,2" (T)=1-Jd8sineJdP .!sm ()
~r2

=

o

e-t:>'I.ine(l_~")

0

Jd8 sin e1

2n

(,.-1 sin () ,

(4·B·5a)

(2n)!
e-"
(2n - k ) I 7'

(4·B·5b)

o

12 (a) = (21l) ,
"

(17.n

_£
k= I
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Equation (4·B·5h) was obtained from Gra 65.
In this way t)7."Cr) and therefore t)(T) can be obtained horn ~q_ (4·13·5) hy
numerical quadrature. However, for sma!! T, i_e_ small a, and large n. loss of
significant figure, OCCurs due to cancellation of terms. By expansion of (' C in
its power series it can be shown that all terms with '/' ,k > 0 in /2" (0) cancel, leaving

(4-B-6)

In the calculation of 7121,(-';), eq. (4·B·5b) waS used for 0 ;;0 1 and eq.
(4,B·6) for (J < L In the limit of large T we find from eqs_ (4·B·4) and
(4'8-5):
(4·8·7)

We are left with the determination of the power series which descrjbe the
radial profiles in (p), k (p) and Jo(2.404p) sufficiently well. It turns out that
these profilC8 e11n he 11ppmxim<l-tt;d within less than 1% by the expression
3

~!

f(p)

=L

U2n

(1- p2,,)

+ (1 - 2: az,,)( 1 ~ p8)

J~=J

,

n=1

with the coefficients a2n given in table IV-8-1. The cocfficienb a2,
which determine the behaviour of I'/(T) for large T, cun be determined
with good accuracy from van Trigt (Tri 76(1) iff), fL) and Ahr 72 (J()'
respectively_ The coefficients a4 and an were obtained by a least squares fit
(ag = l-a2--a4-ad-

fL(p)
fD(P)
J Il (2.404p)

a2

a4

0_8983
1.0712
1.4450

0-3()28

-1.6008

-0.0109

-0_7878

1_3997
0.7275

-·0_0799

-O.O()37

-0.5212

3g

a6

4

Table IV-B-l Cocffidcn(~ of the power geries expansion 1: (/2" (l - p'").
pI'Ofilcs II) (p), j,jp) a~d J,,(2.404p)_
.. -I
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I'M

(he

radi:.]

For use in section IV_2.2. we note that the curves of 7](r) shown in fig. 4·2
are described within 30% for all 17 by the function
1

11(17) '" 0.7T 2

+1

It is illustrative

see that the decay rate at large optical thickness r for the
eq_ (4.B.7) and a2 from table IV-B'l
is exactly equal to the rate '1'<1 obtained from the diffusion equation with
boundary conditions:
to

J o{2A04p) radial profile obtained from

2

d f

dp-'

+ ~ df + vuR2 f'" 0 f'(O)
p

dp

D

'

= 0 f(l) = 0
,
,

and using D '" t "II k 2 (x) (the equivalence of the gas kinetic diffusion coefficient D = t Av)_ We find
1'/"1 '"

'I'd '"

1.926ylt/ .

Appendix IV.C

In this appendix the influence on the calculated decay rate due to the
Jefferies·White approximation (Jef 60) in the redistribution function
RII (x' ,x) is discussed in mO{e detail.
For large optical thickness the function RII (x', x) can be apPrQ)(jmately
written as (Jef 60, Pay 74)
RII(x',x) = Lv (x') {b(x',x)LDCr)

+ a(x',x)LD(x'-x-)

} ,

(4·C·l)

with b (x' ,x) "" 1 and a (x' ,x) "" 0 for Ix'i 4;; Xc and further b(x' ,x) "" 0 and
a (x' ,x) "" 1 for Ix'i > Xo. As a function of Ix'!. a (x' ,x) rises from zero to
unity for Ix'i near x o, the rate of rise depending somewhat on Ixl. The
function b(x',x) behaves complementarily. The function LD(x' -x) in the
second term denotes the Doppler shift experienced in the non-resonant
<:ahtmmt scattering of the photons.
]n the approximation first introduced by Jefferies and White (Jef 60) this
function is approximated by the b (x' - x) function and Rn (x' ,x) is expressed
by eq- (4·7a) (Jef 60, Pay 74). The function a (x') in eq. (4·7a), which is better
documented than a (x' ,x), rises ,trongly for Ix'i near XC' as is shown in Jet 60
(see also eq. (4'22»- In the JW approximation the wing photons can only
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escape from the volume at their frequency of 'creation'. Thus the effects of
one-dimensional diffusion in frequency space (Unn 55, O~t 62) from wing
frequencies near x,, to more outward lying optically thinner frequency regions
are ncglected_ Thi8 diffusion process occurs if Pc « 1 due to a finite mean
frequency shift 6xj, which is inherent in the scattering tcrm tD C~· - x) and
because of the larger number of photons emitted with frequency nearer the
line core. The mean frequency shift i\x[ "" 0.7 (Ost 62) acts as a mean free
path in the diffusion in frequency space. The neglect of this diffusion process
causes eq. (4·20) to underestimate the deeay rate {3.
In the following we will make as an example quantitative estimates related
to the radiative decay rates at the Hg 184.9 nm line obtained in chapter V
for the experimental conditions R = .12_5 mm, PAc = Ora. For Xc < Xc
(nHg < 3 1019 m -:I) the photons emitted in the optically thin wings escape at
first try and the approximation has no influence upon the calculated decay
rate value.
For Xc > x. (tlHg > 3 1011) m -3) a large role in the radiation transport is
played by photons in the wings, and the situation is more complicated.
Photons from two sources contribute to the decay rate fl.
I.
Photons created in decorrelating collisions (f~JBecause the term Pc Lv (x) in the source spectrum G (x) is a slowly varying
function of x in the wing and a large fraction of the escaping photons comes
from x values where ~.'(f = 1, the error in f3< will not be large.
ii_ Photons emitted by the Doppler redistribution «(3nJ.
This term contributes potentially the largest error to fl if the JW approxi.
matioll i~ made_ It is seen from the behaviour of the non-resonant coherent
scattering term (j (x' ,x) LD (x' - x) in eg_ (4·C·!) that photons scattered by
this mechanism to the optically thinner line wing mostly come rrom the
frequency region x > xo' For Xo < xl < Xc (nHg > 3 10)~) m-O) the error in (I"c
increases with increasing mercury density, as long as Pc «1. Therefore,
the error in j3 will be largest when (in" and ("30 of eq. (4-21) are about equal
20
3
(nHg = 1.510 m- ) as is confirmed by the data in chapter V (see fig. 5·3).
With further increasing ground state density the error decreases fast. This is
because On the one hand the diffusion length f'"x "" L'-,X1! VP: decreases
(due to the inerca8ing Pc value), whereas on the other hand the frequency
distance IXr - Xo I to the effectively optically thin region increa~es. The chance
that a photon will diffuse over a distance IXr-xcl, estimated roughly as
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is about 0.97 for flHg = 1.5 \020 m- J , but has decreased to about 1 10- 3
already at lIHg == 6 1020 m -3.
An estimate of the error in 13 made using th,; JW approximation is rather
difficult and has also 10 take into account the expressions used for a (x'),
RII (x', x) and Rill (x', x). From a rough estimation we find that the decay rate
fi at lIHg = 1.5 1020 m-~ is underestimated by about 30% owing to the use of
the JW approximation. For this estimation we assumed that in the real
situation 50 percent of the Doppler redistribution photons emitted with
x > Xc diffuse into the line Cote and 50 percent into the line wing (i.e. using
1)<11 = 0.5 fot x> Xc in the f3no term of eq. (4·20)). Here Xc of the h.r.s. was
determined from the equality of the Doppler and Lorentz contributions to
the Voigt line profile of the h.f.L
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V. Radiative transport at the 184.9 nm Hg resonance line.
Experimental results and analysis
III this dl,tpler we report measun;mcnts of the fundamental mnde radiative
decay rale for the 1114_'1 nm JIg resonance line (~ec fig_ 5·]) oller a large range
of l;xrcrimcntal conditions in a cylim.lrical geometry. In this nmgc strong

110 E
!<,.v)

B

6-

Fig. 5· 1 Purlial energy Icvcl.Jii.1gri:.,m or mercury, showing tht .atomic transllion!i U5Cc.J in the dye
la~cr .ah~orp(i...,n Hnd ttl~ lascr~t"",.lUl:.;c:d l1uon:sccm:c experiments (sec lext)_ TJ<1nsilions iI'Hlicalctl
with ,,)licl (d"'h<lcl) lin<'s :Ir<.: optically thin (thi<k) for our experimental conditions.

radiation trapping ~)eCUr~ along with low collision rates and the theory descrihed in chapter IV applies_ The measurements were made using tWO
different experimental mcthods_ In both methods the decay of a temporary
(Ivcrpopulution in the Hg 6 1 PI level was measured in a low-pressure Hg noble
gas discharge_ In the first method (section V-l) the overpopulation was
obtained by the fast switch-off of the discharge. The decay of the Hg 6 1Pl
population in the afterglow of the discharge was measured using a dye laser
ahsorption tcchniquc_ In the second method (section V.2) the overpopulation was created in the steady state of the discharge by a dye laser pulse and
the decay of its t1uorescence at the 184.9 nm line was measured (Iaser57

induced fluorescence). Finally (section V.3), the experimental radiative decay rates are compared with those calculated from the theory of chapter IV.

V.I. Dye laser absorption measurements

The measurements with zero perturber gas pressure were performed at low
currents. For the mercury noble-gas mixtures the measurements were also
performed at high currents, which provided an extension of the r<ldiative
decay rate measuring range to hnger mercury densities.

V.I. I. Zero perlurber gas pressure
V.I.I.I. Decay measurements
For the 61Pt density decay measurements the laser wavelength was held at
the maximum of the absorption coefficient, kn" of a hyperfine component of
the 579.1 nm line (6 1PI - 6 1 D 2 ) (Mur 50). Some examples of the resulting
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for 1'110 = 65"C. I = 3 rnA; the dMbcd Hn<;~ dcnme theHe two exponelltials individually.
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curves of k m (1)1, the optical thickness along the discharge axis, are shown in
fig. 5·2 for zero perturber gas pressure. For t ~ 1 Jl.S the decay curves are
affected by the finite boxcar sample time (1 Jl.s). We note here that the
estimates entering the discussions below were based on literature data for the
63 p densities (Wei 82), the electron density and energy distribution function
(Kia 38, Sac 82), and the cross sections for electron impact (de-)eilcitation
(Kle 21) at the atomic transitions 61S0 - 6'PO,I,. (Lab 71), 61S0 - 61P l and
63po.I.2 - 61PI (chapter III). The decay curves will be discussed next.
At these low discharge currents the time dependence of the 61PI population in the afterglow is determined by its fundamental mode radiative decay
rate /3 (sec chapter IV), which we want to determine, as well as by the
behaviour of the 61Pt eilcitation. We note the following about this excitation.
It can be estimated that after the discharge is switched off, the high energy
tail (electron energy> 5 eV) of the electron energy distribution cools off
rapidly with a time constant -« 1 f.!.S due to inelastic collisions with ground
state Hg atomS. Therefore, the direct excitation of the excited Hg states
decreases very rapidly to a level much lower than in the steady state of the
discharge. This can be illustrated by measurements of the 365.0 nm emission
from the very short-living 6~D3 level (natural lifetime ~ 7.4 ns (Sem 77»,
which show a fast decay with time constant <:: 1 p..s, followed after ~ 2 fLs
by an order of magnitude slower decay. The 61Pl level population n6'p,.
however, cannot follow the decreasing excitation instantaneously, because its
decay time constant p-l is too large (> IlLS, see chapter III) due to radiation
trapping. In this wayan overpopUlation is created at t "" 2 fLS.
For the description of n6,p,(t) at sufficiently low discharge currents, the
remaining decreasing excitation for t > 2 Jl.s can be approximated well by an
exponential function of time with rate {3l <.{3. The radiative deexcitation for
{ > 2 p..s can be described by the fundamental mode radiative decay rate {J
(see chapter IV). This is because the radial dependence of the 61pl excitation
and therefore of the 61Pl density in the steady state of the discharge is already
a good approximation to that of the fundamental mode radiative deexcitation
rate. This was confirmed by measurements of the radial 6l p 1 density profile;
see also chapters III, IV. Because the same applies in the afterglow, the 61PI
density decay curves are given simply as the sum of two exponentials with
rate constants {3 and f31, respectively (Gem 75).
V.I. I. 2. Radiative decay rate

The values of f3 and f3l <:: {3 were Obtained from a least squares fit of a
uf two exponentials to the measured n6'p, (t) curves for t ~ 2 fLs (see

~um
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fig. 5·2), and differed by at least ~ factor of 10 under all conditions. At a
given mercury density HHg, {3 was measured as a function of the current E, and
was found to be independent of I at currents below a certain current 10 (nHgJ;
see fig. 5·3. Ie decreases with incre~sing nHg and is for R '" 12.5 mm larger
than 100 rnA at mercury densities less than 3 lO!O m-'3; ~cC a1:;o chapter III.
Estimates show that in this current region more than 90 percent of thr: 1')1 p 1
excitation in the steady state of the discharge is due to direct excitation from
the 6 1$0 ground state_ It follows from thc discussion above that this yields a
large overpopulation at t"" 2 j.l..S (see fig. 5·2), Therefore, the approximation
of the slow decay of the remaining 6 1p[ excitation by an exponential curve of
the Same radial dependence as the density in the fundamental mode has only
a small influence on the accu,aey of the 'fast' f3 values obtained. The vahles of
{3, measured at I < Ie (nHg), arc shown in figs. 5·4 and 5·5 as a function ()f the
mercury density nHg (THg) for several values of R_
The uncertainty of the data is 5%, except at the largest mercury density
measured, where it is 20%, At ~till larger mercury densitjes the crror increased drastically, and no data are presented, Thi~ increase is caused by ,I
dcqeasing 1< and a decreasing 61pI density as a consequence. Morcovcr,
discharge instabilities are prest:nt at these low current densities (1 A/m 1 ).
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Fig. 5,4 The fundamental mode racliative decay rate (5 of the Hg 184.9 nm line as a function of
the Ilg numher density n,.,~ and the roMe,t ,pot tempcral.ure. r H., l'oe cylinder moius is
R ~ 12,5 mm .• : experiment. - : part,al frequency red,stnbut,un theory of chapter IV, eg.
(4,20) whh radial profile /r)(p); /3=/3n,+fi,; see text; theory with assumption of complete
frequency redbtribut'ull Chi 76): , , Both calculations were made for a natural
ahundance in the 6'P, eKcited state.

Estimates show that electron impllct depopulation rates are less than 1% of
the radiative decay rates {3, Atomic collisional depopulation rates contribute
less than I % if CrOss section values < 0.05 10- 20 m" lire assumed, which
seems reasonable (Mas 71) in view of the large energy differences encountered in deexciting the 6 1p] level (see fig, 5·1). Effects of quenching by
impurities are negligible since these are removed by the cleaning effect of the
discharge (Ken 45). Spectroscopically no trace of impurities could be detected during the measurements. A116 1p] hyperfine (h.t) levels of the different
isotopes (Leb 74) have the same decay rate j3 and, with the possible exception
of the 204Hg isotope which will be discussed in section V.3, their population is
to a good approximation in accordance with the natural abundance (Nie 50),
This is due to the strong radiative coupling (see fig. 5·6) and was confirmed
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pressure. The experimental data were obtained using the dye I.~er absorption mcthc)<.I. :
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by absorption measurements at the other h.t. components of the 579.1 nm
line (for h.Ls., see Mur 50).
The (i values for R = 12-5 mm and 4 1019 ,., 'lHg ,., 2 1020 m- 3 agree with
those of chapter III when allowance is made for a systematic error of ~ 10%
in the latter data. This error arose from the tube construction at the ends of
the middle section of the tube ('end effects') and was almost absent in the
present experiment. In the work of this chapter we measured f3 in a much
wider range of mercury densities (see fig. 5·4).
The radiative decay rate f3 as a function of the mercury density nH1"
f3(nHg), shows a pronounced minimum. The minimum value is about 60
percent of the value at the largest mercury density measured. A minimum in
f3(n) of the fundamental mode, i.e. 'at late times', has only been observed for
the Ne resonance line at 73.6 nm (Phe 59) The early time escape rate at the
104.8 nm Ar resonance line observed under special experimental conditions
also showed a minimum which, however, was less pronounced (Pay 74). We
also calculated f3 for a natural abundance density distribution in the excited
(6 I P.) state using the complete rmdistribution theory of van Trigt (Tri 76) for
a Voigt line profile and the hyperfine structure of Leb 74 and Nie 50. These f3
values, shown also in fig. 5·4, can be about a factor of 8 larger than our
experimental ones and show no minimum as a function of 'lHg' The occurrence of a minimum in (3(nHg) in a density range where the Voigt absorption line
profile varies only slightly, clearly shows that f3 is not a function of the optical
thickness at line centre and of the absorption line shape only. This is in
marked COntrast with the complete redistribution formulation. In section 5.3
the experimental decay rates will be compared with calculated ones from the
theory described in chapter IV.
The mercury density at which the minimum occurs, nl'!J(min' increases with
nH~m;n the behadecreasing R. It was shown in chapter IV that for nl-l$
viour of (3 is mainly determined by the Doppler redistribution in the line core,
whereas for ntig > fll-\gm;n it is dominated by the collisional redistribution in
the wings of the line. This explains the different dependence of f3 upon R for
nl-\g ~ flHgmin and 'lHg > nHgmln' We note that f3 at different R values can
be obtained easily from our data by interpolation, because it is found that f3
as a function of R at constant flHg shows a straight line on a double-log scale
for all nHg measured; see fig" 5·7"

-<

V.I.2. Mercury noble-gas mixtures
The influence upon f3 of a perturber gas (argon) added to the varying
mercury pressure was measured for R '" 17.7 moo. For these Hg-Ar dischar-
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ges with Ar pressures PAr = 33 and 67 Pa, we evaluatea tne 61PI density
decay curves witb a two-exponential sum function for currents up to 1 A. As
an example values obtained for the rate representing the fast decay are
shown in fig. 5·8 as a function of current. The following remarkable beha.
viour is noted
i. at sufficiently low current values the fast decay rate is independent of the
current, as was found for zero noble gas pressure.
II. at intermediate currents the fast decay rate obtained in this way is lower
than the value at low currents and varies with the current.
ilL at high currents (I> 500 rnA) the fast decay rate obtained in tbis way is
again independent of the current. Furthermore, the values differ less
than 5 percent from the Pvalues obtained from the low Current data.
In our opinion this behaviour can be understood as follows. At the low Ar
pressures used the 61P 1 level is populated at low currents most likely from the
ground state and at high currents from the 63p states (Kag 68, VeT 61, Koe
62), as is the case for zero Ar pressure (see section Y.U.). After the
switch-off of the discharge the high energy electrons (Ee > 5 eV) relax fast
(rh -< 1 fts) due to inelastic collisions with ground state atoms (see sections
Ill.2A and V.I.l). However, the relaxation rate of the low energy electrons
(Eo < 5 eV), which arc responsible for the remaining 61p, excitation contribution from the 6Jp states, is approximately proportional to the discharge
current (i.e. electron density). This relaxation is due to both Coulomb
relaxation with tne subsequent energy loss suffered at high electron energies,
and to relaxation by inelastic collisions with the excited 63p density. It can b~
estimated fwm Spi 56, Lig 80, Koe 62, Ver 61, Pen 74 and appendix III that
at low currents (n. = 1015 m- 3) this relaxation rate is much smaller than the
radiative decay rate p, at intermediate currents (ne = 10 16 m- 3 ) it is of the
same order, and at high currents the 61P 1 excitation has relaxed already
within a few 1-/-8. As a consequence, at intermediate currents the remaining
two-step 6 1P J excitation cannot be described anymore by a single exponentially decaying function of time over a period of 5 to 10 times p-l, as is
needed for a correct determination of this background excitation. If we still
evaluate the measured 61P1 density decay curves with a sum of two exponentials we then obtain for the fast decay rate the artificial behaviour shown in
fig. 5·8.
At high currents, after the initial fast accommodation to the situation with
zero electric field, the electron energy distribution varies slowly because of
the strong coupling with the slowly decaying 63 p density energy reservoir
(Poln). The 61P1 density decay CUrves can be described witb a two-exponential sum function again. The data shown in fig. 5·8 were obtained after
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making small corrections for the electron impact deexcitation of the 6 1Pl
population as well as for the radial depletion of the mercury ground state
density. The first correction, estimated from Ver 61, Ko~ 62, Pol nand
chapter III, increases linearly with the current I up to 5·10% at I = 1 A (5%
for the data in fig. 5·8). The s~cond correclion, estimated from Ken 51 and
Vcr 61., was also proportional to the current and increased with decreasing
mercury density up to about 10% at the lowest density for both argon
pressures of 33 and 67 Pa. Due to these corrections the uncertainty in /3
obt,iined at high curr~nt$ is about 10%. For those nHg' where f3 was determined at low currents with the same accuracy, the 'low current' and 'high
current' values of f3 agree within ~ 10%_
With increasing mercury density the data obtained at low currents becom~
inaccurate due to a decreasing 61p J density with increasing nHg, as was
observed also for zero noble gas pressure. For these conditions the 'high
current' f3 values were used. The differences between the values at the axis
and at the wall of both the temperature and the mercury ground state density
are On the average 2% (max. 4%) and 4% (max_ 15%), respectively, for
these conditions (estimated from Ken 51 and Ver 61). Therefore, we feel that
these cxperimcntal radiative decay rates can be compared well with those
7',---,------,----,---,------,---.----,-----,----,
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calculated from the theory of chapter IV for a homogeneous medium. The
data obtained for the argon pressures PAr = 33 (±3), 67 (±7) Pa are shown in
fig. 5·9. The accuracy is about 10%.
The (3 values obtained show a less pronounced minimum in (3(nHg) with
increasing AT pressure (see fig. 5·9), which is due to the extra collisional
broadening by the Ar gas. For the measurement of (3 at larger Ar pressures a
different experimental technique was used. This technique allowed measure·
ments at low current values - with inherently fewer corrections - and will be
described next.
V.2. Laser·induced fluorescence measurements

The laser·induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements were performed in a
steady state discharge at low current values. At these currents the steady
state density in the 63P2 level is mueh larger than that in the 61pt level. Since
a Significant fraction ofthe 63 P 2 density is transferred by the laser pulse to the
6 1P j level, the temporary overpopUlation in the 61Pl level is larger than the
steady state density by a few orders of magnitude. This can also be seen on
the 184.9 nm emission intensity. Therefore, any changes in the 184.9 nm
steady state emission introduced by the pumping process via a change in n6"p
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or a change in n, and To via the optogalvanic effect (Wei 1l5) can be ignored.
As <1 cunsequence the observed Ou()n;~cl;;nce can be described with a single
exponential decay with rate f) above the very low intensity backgruund of the
steady state emission.
As a eheck of the LIF method we first measured b as a function of the
mercury density nHg fur R "" 12.5 mm and zero perturber gas pressure. The fJ
values were obtained in thl;; current region f = 1-10 mA, and are independent
of f. This confirms Our estimate that electron impact processes do not
influence the decay rate of the temporary overpopulation in the 6'P, level at
these currents. The results are shown in fig 5·lO and are compared with the
Uat,l ohtained with the dye laser absorption measurements. The agreement
between the two independent experiments is good. The data agree within the
experimental error, which is 5% in hoth cases, except for the largest tl"lj( of
section V.l, where the result of the afterglow experi mcnt becumes less
accurate.
Using the UF method fJ can be measured in a larger range of rne,cury
densities than is possible with the afterglow absorption method. At low nHg
values this is because the steady state discharge can be maintained much
more easily than the periodically short-circuited discharge. At high llHg
values it is because in the UF met.hod the overpopulation is created indepen-
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of thc direct or two-step nature of Ihe excitation in the discharge.
Next /3 (111 h') was m\:usurcd with the LIF method for R = 7.4 mm as a
function of P~' ,md for PAr ;= 400 Pa as a function of R. The f3 values were
obtained in the low current regions f .. 1-10 rnA for PAt = 0 and 1= 0.1-1 rnA
for PAT> (), ami were again independent of 1. The resulting data are shown in
figs. 5·9, 5·11 and 5·12. The experimental errOr is about 5% for PAr = 0 and
about 10% for PA, > O. due to the presence of instabilities in the low current
discharges, whiCh were more severe in the latter case.
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Fig. 5· 11 The fundamen!al mode radiative decay rate fi of th~ Hg 184.9 nm line as a funetlo~ of
the IIg Il~mber density 11,,< in a Hg.Ar gas mixt~re for various values of the cylinder r"diu; R.
Th.' experimental data were obtained USiIli; the laser'induc,d tlll(lre~c<:nce method. : theory
(1f <:h,'pt<;r IV for a n",ural abundance in the Hg6'PI poplilati"n.

The influence upon {3(IlHg) of an additive background of perturber gas is
shown in figs. 5·9 and 5·11. With increasing Ar pressure the minimum in
{3(IIHg) becomes less pronounced until it has disappeared at pressures above
~ 133 Pa. This is due to the extra collisional broadening provided by the
argon atoms. The exact pressure value at which the minimum disappears
depends slightly upon the value of R, of course (see chapter IV), At an Ar
pressure of 400 Pa, f3(nHg) is a monotonously decreasing function of IlHg for
all R values measured.
We also measured {3 for R = 7.4 mm and 400 Pa of krypton gas pressure.
The resulting /3 values were identical with those for 400 Fa of argon at the
same R. This can easily be understood from the theory given in Chapter IV,
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because the elast.ic collisionul broadening by these two gases is the same: .~
0.11 MHzIPa (Bou 77).
In the LlF experiments reported above, the initial radial profile of the
created overpopulation was rather similar to that of the 6~P2 den~ity in the
steady state of the discharge, This was achieved by using for the side-on
inadiating laser beaID a diameter larger than the discharge diameter. Fur·
thermore the laser beam intensity used was so high that it hardly diminished
on passing through the discharge tube because of saturation at the optically
thin transition at 365,5 nm, The axial dependence of this overpopulation was
determined by the laser beam diameter. The influence of the initial spatial
profile of the created overpopulation upon the time dependence of its decay
was examined in a separate LlF experiment. In this experiment the ovcrpop·
ulation was created in a narrow cylindrical region, which crossed the discharge cylinder axis perpendicularly. After several microseconds the fluorescence, observed in a direction perpendicular to both cylinder axes, could be
described again by a single exponential decay with the same decay rate as
with the broader initial radial profile.
V.3. CornparisoQ with theory
We conclude from the above results that in our experimental conditions
the fast decay of an initial 6lpi overpopulation, which is governed by r<ldiation transport processes, is described well after some time by a single exponential decay, i.e. a single radiative decay rate. This is in agreement with the
theory for this regime, described in chapter IV, from which we calculate that
the condition for the existence of a fundamental mode is largely satisfied;
P" + rye.,) > 100 f31y in all experimental conditions (see chapter IV).
The fundamental mode radiative decay rate (3 for the 184.9 nm Hg line was
calculated with the partial redistribution theory of chapter IV on the assumption of a natural abundance in the 61Pt excited state and is shown in figs. 5·4,
5·5,5·9-5'12. The contributions f3nc and f3c in eg. (4·21) of chapter IV are
shown in fig. 5·4. Values of {3 calculated with the complete redistribution
theory (Tri 76) on the same assumption are shown for zero perturber ga~
pressure (fig. 5·4, 5·10), as well as for 4UO Pa of argon as perturber gas (fig.
5·5). These values can be larger than the experimental data by as much as a
factor of 8 and 3, respectively. Using the theory of chapter IV the agreement
is much better. For a(x) we used the expression in eq. (4·22.).
The escape function ry was calculated with the frequency independent
radial profile fl) (p) for all mercury densities (see section IV.2). For R = 12.5
mm and nHg < 2 !O20 ill 3 fr) (p) is a good approximation. For R = 12.5 mm
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and nHg > 2 l(fo m- 3 the influence of the uncertainty in/(p) is small~ f(p)
equal to Jo(2A04p) Or k(p) leads to 7% higher or 4% lower f3 values,
respectively, whereas the values obtained with 1) ( •.•) from the analytical
expression (4·29) are < 3% lower. For the other R values the uncertainties
are about the same.
The atomic data used for the calculations are the natural lifetime
= 1.31 ns (Lur 65) and the hyperfine structure of the line (Leb 74, Ger 77,
Nie 50). The Voigt line profile was calculated using the routine given in Gau
70. The optical thickness at the axis of the cylinder.x = k(x)R is shown in
fig. 5-6 for the complete Voigt line as well as the Doppler line profiles of the
h.f.s. and nHg '" 2 1020 m- 3 . This figure also gives a good impression of the
situation in the whole range of experimental conditions reported, since a,
increases less than a factor of 2 with respect to the value used in fig. 5,6.
For tbe Hg collisional broadening we used the theory of Ber 69 and Omo
68 for resonant collisions. In our case, where the hypedine interaction is not
small enough to be neglected during the collision (see Omo 68), this theory
applies only for the even isotopes, which have zero nuclear spin. These
represent 70% of the total mercury density in the natural abundance (Nie
50). We assumed that the broadening for the h.f. levels of the odd Hg
isotopes, which have nOn-zerO nuclear spin, is equal to that for the even ones.
Using eq. (4'3) with, = 1, we find for Pc from eq. (4·Sb):

.n

~ 0.029 nHg
Pc - 1 + 0.029 nHs

,20

,nHg

m 10 m

-3

.

The use of the theory of Gay 74 for quasi-resonant collisions, which also
applies for the even isotopes only, would yield an averaged 15% lower
col1ision rate for the total h.f.s. (C = 0.85 in eq. (4·3», on the same
assumption as used above. This would have resulted in values of the decay
rate (3 which, for mercury densities of 410 19 ,21020 and 11021 m- 3 , are only
1, 13 and 11 percent lower than those obtained with C= 1. For the broadening by Ar as collision partner we used the experimental data of Bou 77 _The
line shift induced in these HgnAr collisions was neglected, because it is less
than 1% of the Doppler width for all experimental conditions (Bou 77).
We will next discuss the comparison between the theoretical and experimental decay rates in more detaiL We start with zero perturber gas pressure
and low mercury densities. It is seen from figs. 5·5, 5'lO, 5·11 that the
theoretical decay rate, calculated for a natural abundance in the excited 61pI
population, is larger than the experimental one at mercury densities less than
a critical value n1 (R), which is given by nl (R) "" 5 1017 / R m-3 (R in m). At
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the lowest mercury densitie~ the difference can be as large as a factor of two.
In this regime, where the radiation transport is dominated by the I)()pplcr
redistribution mechanism in the line core (see chapter IV), the theory is
supposed to be good, and this discrepancy is unexpected at first sight. We will
next show that this is most likely caus;;d by a deviation from natural abundance in the excited 61PI state population, due to the particular h.f.~. of the I C:4.9
nm line. The density nl (R) corresponds to an optical thickness k (xm;n) R "" 3
in the minimum of k (x) R between the 204Hg component and the other
mutually overlapping components of the 184.9 nm h.f.s. (see fig. 5·6). The
quantity x denotes the reuuceu photon frequency distancl; to th;; line centre
(see chapter IV); Xmjn if; the value at the minimum in k (x) R. For mercury
densities less than til (R)/3, e.g. tllIg = 1 10 19 m'-) and R -< 17 mm, we find
that k (xmin) R < I. 'rhercfore, at these optical thicknesse~ the 204Hg isotope
has only a weak radiative coupling to the other isotopes. It can be shown,
using the collision rates given in Bel' 69 and Gay 74, that also the coupling vi,i
resonant collisions, which transfer the excited state energy, is small. Furthermore, the 204Hg component itself has a 12 times larger decay rate than the
other strongly coupled line components, because of its 12 times smaller
optical thickness. As a consequence, after a very sl10rt time the 204Hg
component also decays with the 'slow' radiative decay rate of the strongly
coupled components. Further, the population in the 204Hg 61PI level, determined by the coupling and radiative decay rates, is much less than according
to the natural abundance. Because the i04Hg component. contributes about
50% of the escaping photon fraction in a natural abundance distribution, it
follows that t.his underpopulation can result. in a 50'Yo lower decay rate than
calculated for a natural abundance distribution in the 6 1P I popUlation.
Thi:; ueviation from natural abundance gradually ueereases wit.h increasing
nHg, in our conditions mainly due to an increasing radiative coupling of the
hTs. componer1ts. An exact calculation of this coupling has to take account
of the correct frequency redistribution of the coherently scattered photons in
the wings of the h. Ls. line components, which is not done here. It should be
remarked that the e1lpcrimcnts presented herc provide interesting test material for such calculations. A sufficiently accurate e){perimental determination
of the relative ;!04Hg6 1P 1 population was not possible with our set-up. For
this purpose Doppler free techniques can best be used. This is because in the
transitions to higher levels the lines for the even isotopes strongly overlap
each othcr and because furthermore the 204Hg isotope constitut;;:; about lOW,
of the total even isotopes.
For mercury densities larger than III, we have for the optical thickness at
X,nj,,: k (x,n",) R > 3, and photons emitted at
undergo many scattering

x,,,,,,
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events before they can escape from the volume at this frequency. Because of
the frequency redistribution over a frequency interval .6.Xl "" 0.7 per scattering event (Ost 62; see also appendix IV.C), it can be assumed that the
radiative coupling at these optical thicknesses is sufficiently strong to maintain a natural abundance distribution to a good approximation. For
nH~ > n I (R) and zero perturber gas pressure we find that 13th < {3"xp' This is
probably due to an approximation made in the theory of chapter IV (LX1--"O
in the line wings), which neglects diffusion in frequency space of photons in
the line wings to optically thinner regions; see appendix IV.C.
With the addition of perturber gas as an extra (decorrelating) collision
partner, the overestimation by the theory at low mercury densities remains,
because the created extra radiative coupling between the line components is
too small at these pressures. For medium mercury densities the underestimation by the theory near the minimum in f3(nl~S) becomes less with increasing
perturber gas pressure, because the enor introduced by the above~mentio
ned approximation in the theory becomes smaller. At the largest mercury
densities measured the difference between 13th and /3e,p increases with increasing Ar pressure. This may be due to the deviation of the (emission and
absorption) line profile from a Voigt line profile in the far wings of the
184.9 nm line, which was found for Ar and Kr as collision partners
(Bra 79). This deviation is about equal for Ar and Kr gas, which, together
with the already mentioned equal collision broadening, explains the equal
{3c>p values found for the mercury noble-gas mixtures with 400 Pa of Ar or Kr
(see section V.2). Measurements with He as a perturber gas would be
interesting in this respect, since for this gas the 184.9 nm line profile is a
Voigt line profile in a much wider spectral region (Bra 79).
We conclude that when corrections are made for the deviation from
natural abundance in the 61pI excited state population at the lowest mercury
densities. the agreement between the experiments and the theory of chapter
IV is within 25% for all experimental conditions reported.
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VI. Concluding Remarks
- The absolute scale of the Hg 61Pl direct electron impact excitation cross
section can be determined in a low-pressure mercury discharge with reaSonable accuracy (~30%) when the discharge conditions are suitably chosen.
The cascade contribution to the total 61pt excitation cross section, i.e.
including cascade excitation, is less than about 15% for electron energies
below 15 eV. Apparently therefore the most recent experimental 61Pl
excitation cross section in literature (1962) is much too small.
The present value is a factor of two lower than the one other experimental
value dating from 1935, and about a factor of three lower than theoretical
results,
- For the fundamental mode radiative decay rate /3 of a system of excited
atoms an analytical expression can be obtained from a theory of partial
redistribution in frequency.
The expression for the decay rate can be derived for a hyperfine structure
of the line with a natural abundance distribution in the excited state
popUlation and applies for a homogeneous medium at large optical thickness and a wide range of collision rate values.
A condition can be derived for the existence of a fundamental mode. In the
experiments performed on the decay rate of the 6t pl population this
condition was largely satisfied.
The analytical expression for the decay rate consists of an integral over the
photon frequency of the emission line profile weighted with an escape
function.
An approximation can be made in this escape function which considerably
simplifies the calculation of the decay rate at the expense of only a small
error.
- The Hg 61PI density decay curves obtained in the afterglow of a lowpressure mercury noble-gas discharge can be used to measure the radiative
decay rate of the 61Pt population.
Radiative decay tate values obtained from the Hg6 1Pl density decay
curves in the afterglow of a low-pressure mercury discharge and values
obtained from the laser-induced fluorescence at the 184,9 nm line created
by pulsed optical pumping in a steady state discharge are in good agreement with each other.
The radiative decay rate as a function of the mercury density /J(nHs) shows
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a pronounced minimum in the case of zero perturber gas density.
The presence of a minimum in (3(nl-l g ) in a density range wherc the Voigt
absorption line profile varies only slightly, clearly shows that (3 is not a
function of the optical thickness al line centrc and of the absorption line
profile only, in marked contrast with the complete redistribution formulation.
The minimum in the decay rate (3 as a function of nHg is caused by a
decreasing contribution from the Doppler redistribution mechanism with
increasing mercury density, in combination with im increasing contribution
fmm the collisional redistribution mechanism.
The minimum in {3(nHg) is less pronounced for mercury noble-gas mixtures
due to the constant extra collisional broadening provided by the noble gas
atoms.
The minimum in (3(nf/.g) for our tube radii of 6-18 mm is absent for
mercury-argon gas mixtures with more than about 15 MH::t extra collisional
broadening due to the Ar atoms, i.e. mixtures with argon densities larger
than about 3 1042 m -3,
The experimental decay rates at the lowest mercury densities are smaller
than the theoretical ones calculated for a natural abundance in the excit.ed
61Pl population. This could be interpreted as due to a deviation from the
natural abundance in the 204Hg61pl population.
The deviation from natural abundance in the 204Hg61pl population could
provide interesting information about the radiottive coupling of the 204Hg
component of the 184.9 nm hyperfine structure to the mutually overlapping h.f,s. components of the other isotopes. The experimenlal determination could be performed best with Doppler free techniques.
The experimental radiative decay rales can be up to a factor of R lower
than those calculated from the usual complete redistribution theory. The
agreement with radiative decay rates calculated from our partial redistribution lheory is within about 25%.
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Summary
The low-pressure mercury noble-gas discharge is of great practical interest
because of its application in fluorescent lamps (TL', SL', PL'). The Hg
resonance radiation at the 253.7 nm and 184.9 nm UV lines originating from
the levels 63Pt and 61Pl respectively is mainly responsible for the light
production in fluorescent lamps. The contribution of the 184.9 nm line to the
total UV production can amount to ~30%.
The subject of this thesis is a quantitative study of the main processes
responsible for the UV output at the 184.9 nm line of low-pressure mercury
noble-gas discharges. These processes are
1. excitation of the 61Pt level by electron impact from the 6150 ground state
as well as from the nearby 63p states.
2. radiative decay of the 61Pl population under the influence of strong
radiation trapping at the 184.9 nm resonance line. Due to this process the
escape rate of the resonance photons from the volume can be several
orders of magnitude lower than the natural decay rate of the dipole
transition.
For both processes no sufficiently reliable quantitative data nor theoretical
expressions to calculate them from were available in the literature. However,
such data are essential if we want to calculate the radiated power at the
184.9 nm line from the microscopic discharge parameters, as is frequently
done in model calculations. We studied these processes quantitatively from
both the experimental and the theoretical point of view.
In the following we will summarize Our study of the processes under 1. and
2.

1. Hg 61Pl excitation

CI"O$S

sections

We have determined the absolute scale of the Hg 61Pt direct electron
impact excitation croSS section in the positive column of a low-pressure
mercury discharge. This was done in a regime where the electron impact
excitation of the investigated Hg levels is predominantly from the ground
state, and radiative decay is the dominant depopulation mechanism. The
tube radius is 12.5 mm, the mercury density 4 1019 - 2 10;:0 m-~ and the
discharge current 10 - 100 rnA. The radiative' decay rate of the Hg 61P I level
was determined using dye laser absorption measurements of the 61pl density
in the steady state and in the afterglow of the discharge. From these data we
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deduced the excitation rate of the 61PI level. The ekctron density and
temperature in the tail of the energy distribution were obtained from measurements of the radiances at optically thin lines with known <.:xcitation function. Using the shape of the optical excitation function of the J 84.9 nm line
from the literature we obtained its absolute scale from our experimental
data. The cascade contribution to this total cross section was less than 15%
for 6.7 $. Eo $. 15 eV. Apparently the most recent experimental value in
literature (1962) is much too small. The initial slope of the 61p, direct
excitation cross section is (0.35 ± 0,1) lO-zO mZ/eY, the cross section at 15 eV
is (2.1 ± 0.6) 1O-2() mZ. This value is a factor of 2 lowcr than the One other
experimental value dating from 1935 and about a factor of 3 lowcr than
theoretical results.
Using our absolute cross section for excitation of the 61Pl level from the
ground state, we also estimated the cross section for its excitation from the
6'P states. The initial slope of this cross section is I A 10- 20 m2leY. For this
estimate we used the extensive experimental data available in literature for
the low-pressure mercury-argon discharge with a tube radius of 18 mm and
an argon presslHe of 400 Pa.

2. Radiative decay rate
Measurements were made of the fundamental mode radiative decay rate of
the Hg 6 1pI population over a wide range of experimental conditions in a
cylindrical geometry, In this range strong radiation trapping occurs at the
184.9 nm resonance line along with low collision rates. The measurements
were performed using two different experimental methods, both employing
low-pressure mercury noble-gas discharges. In the first method the decay
rate of the 61p, population was measured in the afterglow of the discharge
using a dye laser absorption technique. In the ~econd one the dec<lY was
measured of the laser-induced fluorescence at the 184.9 nm line created by
pulsed optical pumping. Radiative decay rates obtained with the two independent experimental methods for nominally the same conditions agreed
within the experimental error of 5 %.
For zero noble gas density the radiative decay rate {3 as a function of the
mercury density nHg shows a pronounced minimum. For the tube radius of
12.5 mm as an example, the minimum in {3/yoccurs at the mercury density of
~ 2 102\) m- 3 and amounts to 4 1O~4. This minimum in f3(nHg) disappears
with the addition of an argon density of more than about 3 lO<"m-~, which
corrcsponds to an extra collisional broadening of more than about 15 MHz.
7P.

The experimental rates can be up to a factor of 8 lower than those calculated
from theory with the usual assumption of complete redistribution. Indeed,
complete redistribution is not expected in the present case, where the optical
thickness is large and the elastic collision rate Yo is smaller than the single
atom spontaneous emission rate y.
We derived an analytical expression for the fundamental mode radiative
decay rate from a theory based on partial redistribution in frequency. The
expression is valid for a homogeneous medium at large optical thickness in a
wide range of "Ie! Y values and applies also for a hyperfine structure of the
resonance line. A condition is given for the existence of a fundamental mode
and is shown to be largely satisfied in our experiments. The radiative decay
rates calculated with this expression agree with our experimental rates within
25%. The behaviour of the experimental rates at the lowest mercury densities could be interpreted as due to a deviation from the natural abundance in
the 6lPI excited state population.
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Samenvatting
De lage-druk kwik-edclgasontlading is van groot praktiseh belang door
zijn toepassing in fluorescentielampen (TL *, SL' , PL·), De resonantic Slra"
ling van kwik op de 253.7 nm en 184.9 nm-UV-lijncn, welke atkomstig zijn
v,m respectievelijk de 63P l en 6l P 1 -niveaus is voornamelijk verantwoordelijk
VOOr de lichtproduktie in fluorescentielampen. De bijdrage van de
184.9 nm-lijn aan de tot ale produktie van ultraviolet licht kan oplopen tot
~30%.

Oil proefschrift bevat een kwantitatieve :ltudie van de voornaamsle processen die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de UV"opbrengst op de 184.9 11mresonantielijo van Hg (6 1S0 -6 1p]) in lage-druk kwik"edelgasontladingen. Deze processen zijn:
L aanslag van het 6 1P I -niveau door elektronenbotsingen vanuit 7,owel de
6 1So-grondtoestand als de nabijgelegen 6J P-toes,tanden.
2. stralend vervaI van de 6lPI"bevolking onder lnvloed van sterke stralingsinvangst op de 184.9 nm-resonantielijn. Ab gevolg van dit proces kan de
ontsnappingssnelheid van de resonantiefotoncn uit het volume enkelc
grootte-orden kleiner J,:ijn dan de spontane emi~~iesnclheid van een enkel
alOom.
Voor beide processen waren geen voldoende betrouwbare kwantitatieve
gegeven~ besehikbaar in de literatuur, noeh theoretische uitdrukkingen om
deze te kunnen berckenen. Echter, zulke gegevens lijn van wezenlijk bclang
aIs we het uitge~traalde vermogen op de 1134.9 nm"lijn willen berekenen ull
de microscopische ontiadingsparameters, wals vaak gedaan wordt bij modelberekcningen. We hebben deze processen kwantitatief bestudecrd wwel op
experimentele wij%.e al8 vanuit eell theoretische ooghoek.
We zuUen nu eerst onze studie van de processen onder punl I bespreken
en daat'na die met betrekking tot punt 2.

1. Botsingsaanslllg van het Hg 61Pl"niveau
We hebben de absolute grootte bepaald van de werkzame doorsnede voor
de elektroncnbotsingsaanslag van het Hg 61Pl"niveau in een lage-druk kwik·
ontlading. Dit werd gedaan in eell ontladingsregime waar de e1cktronen
botsingsaanslag van de onderzochte Hg-Iliveaus voornamelijk vanuI! de
grondtoestand plaatsvindt, en waar verder stralend VCrval het voornaamstc
ontvolkingsmechanisme is. Dc bui~straal is 12.5 mm, de kwikdiehtheid
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4 10]9 - 2 1020 m- 3 eo de ontladingsstroom 10 - 100 rnA. De straleode
vervalsnelheid van het Hg 61P 1 -niveau werd bepaald uit metingen van de
61Pl-dichtheid met een absorptie-methode, waarbij een kleurstof-laser als
Iichtbron gebruikt werd. De metingen werden gedaan in zowe! de stationaire
ontlading als de nagloei van de ontlading wanneer deze snel werd uitgeschakcld_ Uit deze gegevens leidden we de aansJagsnelheid van het 61Pl-niveau
af. De elektronendichtheid en de -temperatuur in de staart van de energieverdeling werden verkregen uit metingen van de luminantie op optisch dunne
emissielijnen met een bekende aanslagfunktie. Vit de experimentele gegevens verkregen we de absolute waarde vao de optische aanslagfunktie van de
184.9 nm-lijn voo, de aanslag door elektronenbotsingen. Hierbij gebruikten
wij de vorm van de funktie uit de Iiteratuur. De cascadebijdrage aan deze
totale werkzame doorsnede was minder dan 15% voor 6.7 "" Ec'" 15eV.
Klaarblijkelijk is de meest recente experimentele waarde uit de literatuur
(1962) veel te klein. De helling van de werkzame doorsnede voor de direkte
aanslag van het 6 1P.-niveau vlak boven de drempel is (0_35 ± 0.1) 10- 20
m~/eV, de werkzame doorsnede bij 15 eY is (2.1 ± 0.6) 10- 20 m 2 • Deze
waarde is een faktor twee lager dan de enige andere experimentele waarde,
datereod uit 1935, en ongeveer een faktor drie lager dan theoretisch gevonden waarden.
Gebruik makend van onze absolute werkzame doorsnede vOOt aanslag van
het 61P.-niveau vanuit de grondtoestand, konden wij tevens een schatting
maken van de werkzame doorsnede voor de aanslag van het 61 P1 -niveau
vanuit de 63 P-toestanden. De helling van deze werkzame doorsnede vlak
boven de drempel is 1.41O- 2°m2/eV. Hiervoor gebruikten we de uitgebreide
reeks van experimentele gegevens die in de literatuur bcschikbaar is voor de
lage-druk kwik-argon-ontlading met een buisstraal Van 18 mm en een argondruk van 400 Pa.

2. Stralende vervalsnelheld
Dc stralende vervalsnelheid in de fundamentele mode van de Hg 61Plbevolking is gemeten over een breed gebied van experimentele omstandigheden in een cylindrische geometric, In dit gebied heerst sterke stralingsinvangst op de 184.9 nm-resonantielijn, gepaard gaaode met een lage botsingssnelheid. De metingen werden gedaan met twee verschillende experimentele methoden, die beide gebruik maakten van lage.druk kwik-edelgasontladingen. Bij de eerste methode werd de vervalsnelheid van de 6 1 p 1bevolking gemeten in de nagloei van de ontlading met een absorptie-techniek
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waarbij een kleurstof-Iaser als lichtbron gebruikt wcrd. Eij de twccde methode werd het verval gemeten van de door een laser geInduceerdc fluorescentie
op de 184.9 nm-lijn, welke werd gecreecrd door gepulseerJ optisch pompen.
Stralende vervalsnelheden verkregen mer de rwee onafhankelijke experimentcle mcthodcn voor nominaal Jezelfde omstandigheden kwamen met
elkaar overeen binnen de experimentcle fout van 5%.
Voor omstandigheden zander edeJgas vctroonr de stralende vervalsnelheid
f3 als funktie van de kwikdichthcid nHg een uitgesproken minimum. Vom de
ouisSlraal van 12.5 mm als voorbeeld, treedt het minimum in fily op hij de
kwikdichtheid van - 2 102() m- 3 en heeft de waarde 410- 4 . Dit minimum in
13 (nHg) verdwijnt met de toevoeging V,In argondichtheden grater dan ongeveer 3 10 22 m 3, wat overeenkomt met een extra botsingsverbreding van
meer dan ongeveer 15 MHz. De cxperirnemele vervalsnelheden kunnen tot
cen faktor 8 kkiner Lijn dan die berekend met de gebruikeJijke complcle
redistributie theorie. lnderdaad wordt ook gecn volJedige herverdeling van
de frequentie verwachl in het onderhavige geval, waar de optische dichtheid
gmol is en de clastisehe botsingssnelheid Yo kleiner is Jan de sponhmc
emissiesnelheid y van een enkel aloom.
We hebben een analytische lIitdrukking afgeleid voor de slralenuc verv,dsnelheid in de fundamenlclc mode met een theorie die gebaseerd is op
gcdeellelijke herverdeling van de frequenlic. Dc lIildrukking is geldig voor
cen homogeen medium bij grote optische dichrheid in ccn groot bereil<; van
de verhouding y)y, en geldt tevens voor een hyperfijnstruktuur van de
resonantielijn. Een voorwaardc wordl gegeven vOOr het bestaan van een
fllndamentele mode en we laten zien dat hicruan ruimschoots voldaan is in
On:;:e experimenteie omstandigheden. De stralcndc vervalsnelheden, berekcnd met de:;:c lIitdrukking, komen met de experimenteel gevonden w~arden
overeen binnen 25%. Hct gedrag van de experimentele vervalsnelheden hij
de hwgst gemeten kwikdichtheden kon geinterpreLeerd worJcn als het gevolg
van een afwijking van de natuurlijk voorkomende verdeling ill de bevolking
van het aangeslagen 6IPI-nivcau.
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Jongerius l neemt ten onrechte aan dat de optische aanslagfunctie van de
184.9 nm kwik-lijn ,"oor botsingsaanslag door elektronen met energie beneden 12 eV volkdig bepaald wordt door de cascadebijdrage. De door hem
gegeven absolute waarde van de aanslagfunctie is daardoor veel te klein.
, 1-1. M. Jongeril1s, Philip$ Res. Rep. Sl1ppl. 2 (1962).
Dil proef~chriit. hoofdstuk III.

II
In kwik van het natuurlijke isotopenmengse! kan bij excitatie een flinke
onderbezetting optreden . van de aangeslagen 6 1P\-toestand in het 204Hg_
isotoop.
Oil proefschrift, h(Jofdstl1k V.

III
Het gebruik van de door Jefferies en White 1 ingevoerde benadering in de
foton-redistributiefunctie levert in een beperkt dichtheidsgebied cen onderschalting van de st,alende vervalsnelheid op. In het geval van een minimum
in de vervalsnelheid als funetie van de dichtheid wordt dan cen te geprononceertl minimum berekend.
I.J. Jefferies and O. White, Astrophy~. J. I3Z, 767 (1960).

nit procfschrift,

hoofd~tukkcn

IV. V.

IV
Bij hoge kwikdichtheden is een Voigt-Iijnvorm geschikter om de stralingsredistributiefunctic van de 184.9 nm-kwiklijn te beschrijven voor een Hg-Hegasmcngsel dan voor een Hg-Ar- of eeo Hg-Kr-gasmengsel.
Dil prod,chrift, hoofdsluk V.

v
Ingold\ geeft ccn schatting van de iovloed van Ar-Hg Penning-ionisatir;: op de
ionisatiebalans van cen lage-druk kwik-argonontlading. Daarbij verwaarloost hij ten onrechtc afwijkingen van een Maxwell'se elektronen-energieverdeling vOor hoge elektronen-energieen2 •3 , Dit leidt tot een overschatting
van het bclang van het genoemde ionisatiemechanisme.
J. H. Ingold in 'Gaseous Electroni~' Vol. I, eds. M. N. Hirljch and
H. J. Oskam, Acad. Press, New York, 1978.
Z N. A. Yorob'eva, Yu. \1.1, Kagan and Y. M. Milenin, Sov. Ph}'li.
I

Tech. Phys. !I, 632 (1964).
, F. A. S. Ugthart and R. A. J. Kcijscr, J. App!. Phys, 51, 5295 (1980).

VI
Het gebtuik van een meogsel van kwik.isotopen met een sterk verhoogde
fractie van het 196Hg-isotoop leidt bij de 253.7 om-Iijn tot een verhoging van
de stralende vervalsnelheid 1 • Zo'n verhoging treedt niet op bij de 184.9
nm-lijn. Deze kan vOOr niet al te hoge kwikdichtheid wei verkregen worden
door verhoging van de fractie van het 204Hg-isotoop.
'M. W. Gro551IlaJl, S. G. Johnson and J. Maya. J. llIum. Eng. Soc.
13,89 ('83)

VII

Metingen van Shpenik et all. tonen aan dat de vOrm van de werbame
doorsnede voor elektron-botsingsaanslag van het 63P2-niveau van kwik vlak
boven de aanslagdrempel verschilt van de door Borst2 aangenomen vorm.
Dit maakt de absolute waarde van de werkzame doorsnede, zoals bepaald
door Borst, onzeker.
'0. B. Shpenik el aI., Sov. Ph)'S. - JETP 42, 23 (1976).
W. L. Eor$l. Phys. Rev. 181,257 (1969).

2

VIII
Het kwikatoom heeft een aantal autoioniserende toestanden van de
5d9 6sl 6p-configuratie in het energiegebied van een paar eV boven de iongrondtoestand 1 . Voor een beter kwantitatief begrip van een lage-druk kwikedelgasontlading dient de invloed ondenocht te worden van deze niveaus
zowel op de werkzame doorsnede voor elektron-botsingsionisatie van de
6'P-niveaus, als op de werkzame doorsnede voor impulsuitwisseling bij botsingen van elektronen met Hg"" -iooen in de grondtoestand.
I

W. C. Marlin, J. Sugar and J. L. Tech, Phys Rev. A6, 2022 (1972).

IX
In zijn berekening van de sealaire polariseerbaarheid van de 6'So-groodtoestand van het Hg-atoom houdt Standage 1 ten onrechte geen rekening met
bijdragen van niveaus van de 5d96s26p-configuratie 2 . Dit geeft eeo onderschatting met ongeveer 40%.
I

1

M. C. SIi!ndage. 1973, Ph. D. Thesis, University of Otago, New
Zealand.
A. Skerbele and E. N. Lassettre, J. Chern. Phys. 56, 845 (1972).

x
Bij hun berekening van de scrieweerstand van eeo keramische meerlaagscondensator bij hoge frequenties geven Coda en Selvaggil niet aan onder welke
voorwaarde de door hen gemaakte verwaarlozing van kringstroom"effecten
is toegestaan.
I

N. Clida and J. A. Sc1vaggi, IEEE Traro~. PHP U, 206 (1976).

Xl
In de heden ten dage nog steeds voor de polijstsnelheid gebruikte formule
van Archard l ootbreekt de afhankelijkheid van de korreIdiameter van het
polijstpoeder.
.
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E. Rabinowicz, 'Friction ~nd wcu of materials'. Wiley, New York,

196.1, Ch, 6,

XII
De door Maherl gebruikte formules voor de beschrijving van de defectchemie van de met zilvcr gedoteerde PLZT (IoodJlanthaan zirkonaatititanaat)
materialen zijn niet aile correct.
I

G. H. Maher, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 1>6, 408 (l983).

XlII
De elektronen in ceo lage-druk kwik-ontIading hebben een MaxweU'se energieverdeling, in tegenstelling tot de situatie in een lage-druk edelgasontlading
(Langmuir patadox)l. Het is anno 1985 merkwaardig dat deze paradox nog
niet is opgelose.
I
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XIV
Een goede mondhygitine is goud waard.
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xv
Het meten van de stralende vervalsnelheid van een verzameling aangeslagen
atomcn 'at late times' hoeft niet per se 's nachts plaats te vinden. Dit laatste
kan echter vooral 's zomers wei de onderzoeksnelheid bevotderen.
Dit procfschrifl. hooldstuk V.

